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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Background to the Study  

In the past years, researchers involved in artificial intelligence have developed 

predictive models for various areas of science including chemistry, engineering, finance 

and medicine (Laurikkala, 1998). Medical predictive models are designed to facilitate 

diagnosis of health problems, and routine classification tasks which should otherwise 

be referred to the specialist in a particular area of medicine. These models are built 

using existing data from actual cases. 

The data can be preprocessed and expressed in a set of rules, such as is often the case in 

the knowledge-based expert systems, or serve as the training data for statistical and 

medical learning models (Wei –pinching, and Der- Ming, 2009). These traditional and 

statistical methods sometimes create uncertainty especially when patterns are generated 

from random sampling or from overall population. Statistical approach cannot handle 

large complex data set or perform complex search during pattern extraction from large 

database, thereby producing unreliable and undependable results (Wei –pinching, and 

Der- Ming, 2009). These results cannot be used for efficient, timely and effective 

decision making.  
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Even though Information technology tools like decision support system and other 

modeling tools have been considerably useful in decision making, however, enormous 

effort is required to retrieve relevant knowledge from the databases because of large 

new Information Technology (IT) tools. This quest for relevant knowledge led to a 

growing interest in knowledge discovery and Data mining tools which are capable of 

extracting hidden patterns which ordinary statistical and traditional tools cannot 

uncover. 

Data mining is capable of facilitating the discovery of interesting and useful knowledge 

from a large database (Myoling and Ingoo, 2003).   

Data mining is defined as the exploration and analysis of large quantities of data in 

order to discover meaningful patterns and rules (Berry et al, 2004). 

Classification and prediction are important in decision making. Classification consists 

of examining the features of a newly presented object and assigning it to one of a 

predefined set of classes. In computing, the objects to be classified are sometimes 

presented as records in a data base.  

However, since medical domain classification problem is highly non-linear in nature, it 

is difficult to develop a comprehensive model, taking into account all the independent 

variables using conventional statistical modeling techniques. Furthermore traditional 

mixtures of statistical techniques and data management tools are no longer adequate for 

analyzing vast collection existing of data (Chengic et al 2006). Classification is one of 

the major tasks in data mining field. There are different techniques in Data mining, but 

the most popular ones in medicine are logistics regression (LR), decision tree, and the 

most robust of them all is the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) simply referred to as 

Neural Network (NN).  
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Artificial Neural Networks are popular because they have a proven track record in 

many data mining and decision support applications.  

Neural Networks (NNs) are a class of powerful, general-purpose tools readily applied 

to prediction, classification and clustering. They have been applied across a broad range 

of industries, from predicting time series in financial world to diagnosing medical 

conditions, from identifying clusters of valuable customers to identifying fraudulent 

credit card transactions.  

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an artificial representation of the human brain 

that tries to simulate the learning process. It makes use of a collection of mathematical 

models that emulate the observed structure and dynamics of the brain in order to 

simulate its learning process. Artificial Neural Networks have the advantage of 

representing linear and non-linear relationships and learning this relationship directly 

from the data being modeled. (Neuro Dimension Inc., (2002). This is what gave neural 

network its great power over traditional linear models. Traditional linear models are 

incapable of modeling non-linear relationship among data.  

In his work Hornik et al (1989) demonstrated that a neural network can approximate 

any given functional form to any desired accuracy level, if built with sufficient number 

of hidden layers. 

Neural networks have the ability to learn from examples in much the same way that 

human experts gain from experience. Neural networks are thus good for prediction 

problems. A good problem has the following three characteristics: 

(i) The inputs are well understood. 

(ii) The output is well understood. 
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(iii) Experience is available. 

Neural Network learns from experience derived from the past and not by analyzing 

complex relationships among data through programming. Learning is the basis of 

intelligence. It is the ability of a system to improve its performance at a given task 

without programming.  

After training on some set of cases, the network begins to recognize itself and refines 

its own architecture to fit the data by looking for patterns in the training data or some 

forms of relationships between the inputs and the result of each record in much the 

same way as human brain learns.  

As good as Neural Network is in classification and predictions, it has some limitations.  

Out of the several Neural Network Algorithms, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is the 

most common Artificial Neural Network algorithm because it uses conventional feed 

forward networks. Back propagation algorithm is widely used for training MLP feed 

forward Neural Network. But it has been shown that Back propagation algorithm has 

some shortcomings especially overtraining and inability to find global solution because 

of low convergence during learning process. All these disadvantages lead to 

overgeneralization during the learning process of Multilayer Perceptron Neural 

Network (MLP-NN).  

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a good technique that takes cares of these shortcomings of 

Back propagation algorithm. Genetic Algorithm is a more recent technique applied to 

classification problem which are Heuristics search techniques based on the theory of 

natural selection and evolution (Holland, 1975). GA can be used to find approximate 

solutions to complicated problem through application of the principles of evolutionary 

biology. Genetic Algorithms also called evolutionary algorithms have been applied to 
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optimization problem in various industries including complex scheduling problems and 

classification problems involving complex data types. They have also been used in 

combination with other data mining algorithms, including determining the best 

topology for neural networks and can also be used to train and optimize weights in 

Neural Networks, so that the expected output generated during training of the Neural 

Network will not be too different from the neural network output (predicted value).  

Therefore in this work, Genetic Algorithm techniques will be combined with MLP-NN 

techniques in order to improve the classification and prediction capability of MLP-NN.  

1.2 Statement of Problem   

The Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network even though is the most widely used ANN 

for classification and prediction in medical research has the problems of local minimum 

and over-fitting during the learning process. Therefore, this research seeks to solve this 

problem by enhancing the capability of MLP-ANN using Genetic Algorithm (GA). GA 

is a well-known algorithm for global optimization in classification and prediction 

problems. GA on its own is not a Data Mining Algorithm that can be used alone in 

Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD). The hybrid algorithm of MLP-ANN and 

GA will therefore enhance KDD process. 

1.3 Research Motivations 

The MLP back propagation algorithm that is widely used for training multi-layer feed 

forward networks is characterized by hills and valleys that cause techniques such as 

Back propagation algorithm (BPN) to become trapped in local minimum.  The main 

disadvantage of Back propagations algorithm (BPN) are: 

• There is no assurance of convergence to the right solution  
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• It could also take forever to converge when small insignificant step size is 

required to guarantee convergence.  

• It could also fail to converge if wrong choice of step size is chosen. 

This is known as oscillation. (Bose and Liang, 1996). 

The weights generated between interconnections of the neurons during training can 

cause low convergence. All these shortcomings of the MLP- Back propagation 

algorithm can also lead to the following major problems: 

• Local minima during learning process of Multi-layer perceptron Neural 

Network (MLP-NN). 

• Overgeneralization of classification ability of MLP-NN 

• Overtraining, and over fitting during the learning process of the MLP – NN. 

Because of the important features of the search ability of the genetic algorithm (GA) as 

a global search algorithm and also its high functionality of the global optimum, genetic 

algorithm can accomplish strong searching capability during the learning process which 

will reduce the problem of low convergence and local optimum during training. Thus, 

in this work GA is used to overcome the problem of MLP- NN.  

GA is well known for improving prediction, classification accuracy and reducing over-

training because of its global optimal search capability.  

This research is designed to minimize the problem of low accuracy and overtraining by 

embedding GA into Multilayer perceptron ANN (MLP-ANN). The resulting algorithm 

is then used to facilitate a better classification and prediction accuracy in medical data 

base.  
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1.4 Aims and Objectives of the Study  

The aim of this research work is to develop a Data Mining Model that combines 

Genetic Algorithms with Multilayer perceptron artificial neural network in order to 

improve the classification/prediction accuracy and also strengthen the learning process 

of the multilayer perceptron Artificial Neural Network.  

 The specific objectives are to:  

(i) Develop a Neuro-Genetic Data mining tool (NEGEM) for mining data for 

classification and prediction purposes.  

(ii) Create a multi-dimensional HIV/AIDS patients Database containing 

historical data set using Microsoft SQL server.  

(iii) Test the functionality of the NEGEM in mining HIV/AIDS patient Data in 

order to extract novel patterns that can be used for classification and 

prediction of HIV/AIDS patients’ status.  

(iv) Benchmark the performances of NEGEM with that of a well-known off- the 

shelf Data mining tool - Waikato Engineering Knowledge Analysis 

(WEKA).  

(v) Measure the capability of the classification/prediction accuracy using 

performance error metrics. 

(vi) Simulate the developed model to assist in monitoring the prevalence of 

HIV/AIDS in any region in Nigeria.  
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1.5 Research Questions  

The research Questions that this thesis addresses are: 

RQ1: How can a model that combines the strength of Neural Network with that of 

Genetic Algorithm be developed?  

RQ2: To what extent can the Neuro-Genetic model (NEGEM) be used to mine 

HIV/AIDS patient Database for classification/prediction of HIV/AIDS patients’ 

status? 

RQ3: Does the NEGEM model outperforms the off the shelf Data mining tool 

(WEKA) in classification/prediction Accuracy when tested on a real life 

HIV/AIDS patients medical Data? 

RQ4: Which of the NEGEM model i.e. (Different hidden layers for the network 

topology) gave the best solution? Are there any statistical differences among the 

models?  

1.6 Research Methodology 

A lot of literature search form the basis of the research work.  A review of the 

theoretical framework on the concept of knowledge discovery system, Data mining, 

WEKA, and HIV/AIDS in Nigeria was  carried out as well as a  review of related 

works on the applications on feed forward Artificial Neural Networks and Genetic 

Algorithms especially on HIV/AIDS Data management for classification/prediction. 

The strength and weaknesses of each work were identified to note the gap that existed 

in literature. A new approach that combines the strengths of works done in MLP-ANN 

and GA was preferred. Thus a model combining the strengths of Multilayer Perception 

Neural Network and that of Genetic Algorithm called (NEGEM) was designed. The 
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MLP Delta learning algorithm was used to implement ANN while GA was used to train 

in order to avoid low convergence and overtraining of MLP – ANN. 

Data of HIV/AIDS patients collected from different hospitals in the southwestern 

Nigeria was used to test the Model. The data were organized into a two-tier architecture 

that allows for multi-dimensional analysis. Three different multilayer perceptron 

hidden layers (one, two and three) network implemented on C# programming language 

and Microsoft SQL server were used to create the Database under visual studio 

platform to predict and classify HIV/AIDS data. The Data collected was divided into 

training, and test data which were imported into the developed model. Mutation and 

cross over operators with 2000 training epochs in Genetic Algorithms were used as 

operating parameters to avoid low classification and prediction accuracy and 

overtraining.  

The capability of the model for prediction/classification was compared with that of 

WEKA, an off- the shelf data mining software to determine NEGEM validity and its 

contributions.  Classification and predictive accuracies were measured using Root 

Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE). Recall and precision 

were used to measure the level of true positive prediction/classification and 

overtraining.  

 

1.7 Significance of the Study  

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is very popular in classification and prediction 

problems. Despite its strength, there exists draw backs in its implementation. This 

research work minimized the effects of some of the drawbacks of MLP-ANN by 

embedding a Genetic algorithm into it, in order to enhance its functionality in 
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prediction and classification ability. This is very important in medical diagnosis where 

optimal correct analyses of diseases are beneficial to human existence. The resulting 

tool can also be used in any hospital that has at least one personal computer as a 

compliment on ground and also where medical diagnoses are not readily available. This 

will in no small measure help in facilitating quick diagnosis of HIV/AIDS in rural 

areas.  

The model will assist the government in developing timely intervention policy for the 

control of HIV/AIDS in Nigeria. 

 

1.8 Organization of the Thesis   

Chapter one deals with the background to the study, statement of problems, aims and 

objectives of the study, research questions, research methodology and significance of 

the study.  

Chapter two discusses the theoretical framework to the study, and related literature on 

knowledge discovery, statistics, data mining, artificial neural network, Genetic 

Algorithm, WEKA and the history of HIV/AIDS and visual studio platform.  

In addition chapter two also discusses a review of different related work on the 

Applications of Artificial Neural Networks in classification and prediction modeling, 

and general data mining applications using Artificial Neural Networks for HIV/AIDs 

modeling.  

In chapter three the Architecture of the developed model, the analysis and design tools, 

implementation tools, the description of the Neuro-Genetic Algorithm, general 

discussion of the developed models and the application of in mining HIV/AIDS 

medical database are described .  
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Chapter four presents the Result and Discussion of the Neuro-Genetic model and 

performance measures result of NEGEM and WEKA. 

Chapter five highlights the conclusion drawn from the research work, the contributions 

of the research to knowledge, and recommendations for further research. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND REVIEW OF RELATED 

WORKS 

 

2.1 Introduction to Data Mining 

Progress in digital data acquisition and storage technology has resulted in the growth of 

huge databases. This has occurred in all areas of human endeavor, from the mundane 

such as supermarket transaction data, credit card usage records, telephone call details, 

and government statistics to the more exotic such as images of astronomical bodies, 

molecular databases, and medical records. Thus interest has grown in the possibility of 

extracting information that might be of value to the owner of the database. The 

discipline concerned with this task has become known as data mining (David et al, 

2001).  

Data mining takes advantages of advances in the fields of artificial intelligence and 

Statistics. Both disciplines are concerned with the problems of pattern recognition and 

classification. The development of most statistical techniques was, until recently based 

on elegant theory and analytical methods that worked quite well on the modest amounts 

of data being analyzed. But a rapid development on Information Technology has 

resulted in large volume of data being collected and analyzed from different 

establishments. The increased power of consumption and their lower cost, coupled with 
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the need to analyze enormous datasets with millions of rows, have made traditional 

statistics practically difficult to use.  Therefore, new techniques like Knowledge 

Discovery in databases and Data mining include relatively recent algorithms like neural 

nets, decision tree and new approaches such as discriminant analysis emerged to use the 

virtue of  increased computer power on the huge data.  

Knowledge Discovery and Data mining are the landmarks of the Information Age 

because acquiring, storing, and understanding data have posed great challenges and 

brought a lot of promises. Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) and Data Mining 

(DM) have emerged as high profile, rapidly evolving, greatly needed and important 

areas (Witold, 2011).  

Fayyad, et al (1996) provided an overview of this emerging field, clarifying how data 

mining and knowledge discovery in databases are related both to each other and to 

related fields, such as machine learning, statistics, and databases. Data mining provides 

automatic pattern recognition and it is used to uncover pattern in data, which are 

difficult to detect with traditional statistical methods. 

Finding useful patterns in data has been given a variety of names, including data 

mining, knowledge extraction, information discovery, information harvesting, data 

archaeology, and data pattern processing. The term data mining has mostly been used 

by statisticians, data analysts, and the management information systems (MIS) 

communities. It has also gained popularity in the database field. The phrase knowledge 

discovery in databases was coined at the first KDD workshop in 1989  to emphasize 

that knowledge is the end product of a data-driven discovery. It has been popularized in 

the AI and machine-learning fields. 
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In our view, KDD refers to the overall process of discovering useful knowledge from 

data, and data mining refers to a particular step in this process. Data mining is the 

application of specific algorithms for extracting patterns from data. The distinction 

between the KDD process and the data-mining step (within the process) is depicted in 

figure 2.1. Data mining is one of the steps in the KDD process. The additional steps in 

the KDD process, such as data preparation, data selection, data cleaning, incorporation 

of appropriate prior knowledge, and proper interpretation of the results of mining is 

essential to ensure that useful knowledge is derived from the data.  

Knowledge discovery process includes selection, preprocessing, transformation, data 

mining and interpretation/evaluation. 

The data for use in the knowledge discovery process has to be prepared for easy 

extraction. Data preparation involves selecting the particular data to be targeted from 

the set of all data and then performing some degree of ‘data cleaning’ after which data 

adjustments can be made to the data before being stored in a central repository, the data 

warehouse. (Fayyad et al, 1996 and Bradley et al, 1999). Adjustments to the data are 

necessary in emphasizing the dimensions under study, whereas cleaning is necessary 

due to errors that may be inherent in the target data. Erroneous target data may result in 

the discovery of misleading patterns during data mining.  
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Figure 2.1 Framework of Knowledge discovery process (Fayyad et al, 1996). 
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Data mining is the analysis of often large observational data sets to find unsuspected 

relationships within the data in novel ways that are both understandable and useful to 

the data owner. The definition above refers to “observational data”, as opposed to 

“experimental data”. Data mining typically deals with data that have already been 

collected for some purpose other than the data mining analysis. For example, such data 

might have been collected in order to maintain an up-to-date record of all transactions 

in an organization.  Therefore the objectives of the data mining exercise play no role in 

the data collection strategy. This is one way in which data mining differs from 

statistics, in which data are often collected by using efficient strategies to answer 

specific questions. For this reason, data mining is often referred to as “secondary” data 

analysis. Data mining is set in the broader context of knowledge discovery in databases, 

or KDD. This term originated in the Artificial Intelligence (AI) research field. The 

KDD process involves several stages; selecting the target data, preprocessing the data, 

transforming them if necessary, performing data mining to extract patterns and 

relationships, and then interpreting and assessing the discovered structures. 

Data Mining has attracted a great deal of attention in the information industry in recent 

years  due to the wide availability of huge amounts of data and the imminent need for 

turning such data into useful information and knowledge. The information and 

knowledge gained can be used for applications ranging from business management, 

production control, and market analysis, to engineering design and science exploration.  

 An evolutionary path witnessed in the database industry is in the development of the 

functionalities depicted in Figure 2.2. Early development of data collection and 

database creation mechanisms served as a prerequisite for later development of 

effective mechanisms for data storage and retrieval, and query and transaction 

processing. With numerous database systems offering query and transaction processing 
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as common practice, data analysis and understanding has naturally become the next 

target. 

Data mining is supported by three technologies.  

a. Massive data collection. 

b. Powerful multi-processor computers.  

c. Data mining algorithms 

From the user’s point of view, four steps listed in Table 2.1 were revolutionary because 

they allowed new business questions to be answered accurately and quickly. 

The core components of data mining technology have been under development in 

research areas such as statistics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning. Today, the 

maturity of these techniques coupled with high-performance relational database, 

engines and broad data integration efforts make these technologies practical for current 

data warehouse environments. 

There are different data mining algorithm that can be used to accomplish the task 

below. 

1. Model or pattern structure: To determine the underlying structure or 

functional forms that we seek from the data.  

2. Score Function: To judge the quality of a fitted model.  

3. Optimization and search Method: To optimize the score function and 

searching over different model and pattern structure. 

4. Data management strategy: To handle data access efficiently during the 

search/optimization. 
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Fig. 2.2 Database Industry Evolutionary Path (http://www.sims.monash.edu.au 
/subjects/ims5026.nsf/0/ 98d52f2204fed3b6ca256 cda007db6fe/$FILE/Intro.ther.pdf. ) 

 

Web-based Databases 
Systems 
(1990s – present) 
- XML –based database 
systems 
- Web mining 

Data Collection and Database 
Creation (1960s and earlier) 
- Primitive file processing 

Database Management Systems  
(1970s –early 1980s) 
- Hierarchical and network database system 
- Relational database systems  
- Data modeling tools: entity-relationship model, 
etc. 
- Indexing and data organization techniques: B+ 
tree, hashing, etc. 
- Query languages: SQL, etc. 
- User interfaces, forms and reports  
- Query processing and query optimization  
- Transaction management: recovery, 
concurrency control, etc. 
- On-line transaction processing (OLTP) 
 

Advanced Database Systems 
(mid-1980s – present) 
- Advanced data models: extended-
relational, object-oriented, object-
relational, deductive 
- Application-oriented: spatial, temporal, 
multimedia, active, scientific, 
knowledge bases 

Data Warehousing and Data Mining 
(late 1980s – present) 
- Data warehouse and OLAP 
technology  
- Data mining and knowledge discovery 

New Generation of integrated 
InformationSystems (2000…) 
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Table 2.1: Steps in the Evolution of Data Mining 

Evolutionary 
step 

Business operation Enabling 
techniques 

Product 
providers 

Characteristics 

Data collection 
(1960s)  

What was my total 
revenue in the last 
5 years? 

Computers, 
tapes disks 

IBM,CDC Retrospective, 
static data 
delivery 

Data access What were unit 
sales in store  last 
month? 

Relational 
databases 
(RDBMS), 
structured 
query 
language 
(SQL), ODBC  

Oracle, Sybase, 
Informix, IBM, 
Microsoft 

Retrospective, 
dynamic, data 
delivery at 
record level  

Data ware 
housing and 
decision 

What were new  
sales in the store  
last month? 

On-line 
analytic 
processing 
(OLAP) 

Pilot Comshare, 
Arbor, Cognos 

Retrospective, 
dynamic, data 
delivery at 
record level  

Data mining What is likely to 
happen to Boston 
unit 

Advanced 
algorithms, 
multi-
processor 
computer 

Pilot, Lochea, 
IBM, SGL 

Retrospective, 
dynamic, data 
delivery at 
record level  

 

Source:www.thearling.com/text/dmwhite.htm May 6th, 2013 
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2.2 Techniques in Data Mining  

The most commonly used techniques in data mining are: 

1. Decision Trees 

2. Memory-Based Reasoning 

3. Market Basket Analysis & Association Rules 

4. Link Analysis 

5. Automatic Cluster Detection 

6. Artificial Neural Networks 

7. Genetic Algorithm. 

2.2.1 Decision Trees 

Decision trees are powerful and popular tools for classification and prediction. The 

attractiveness of tree-based methods is due in large part to the fact that, in contrast to 

neural networks, decision trees represents rules. Rules can readily be expressed in 

English that humans can understand or in a database access language like SQL so that 

record falling into a particular category may be retrieved. 

There are varieties of algorithms for building decision trees which share the describe 

traits of explicability. Two of the most popular are CART and CHAID which stand 

respectively for Classification and Regression Trees and Chi-square Automatic 

Interaction Detection. A new algorithm, C4.5, is gaining popularity and is now 

available in several software packages. 

The strengths of decision-trees are ability to: 

• Generate understandable rules 

• Perform classification without requiring much computation. 
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• Handle continuous and categorical variables 

• Provide a clear indication of which fields are most important for 

prediction or classification. 

However, decision trees are less appropriate for estimation tasks where the goal is to 

predict the value of a continuous variable such as income, blood pressure or interest 

rate. Decision trees are also problematic for time-series data unless a lot of effort is put 

into presenting the data in such a way that trends and sequential patterns are made 

visible. 

Decision-tree methods are a good choice when the data-mining task is classification of 

records or prediction of outcomes. Decision trees are also a natural choice when the 

goal is to generate rules that can be easily understood, explained, and translated into 

SQL or a natural language. 

2.2.2 Memory Based Reasoning (MBR) 

Memory-based reasoning systems support the modeling phase of the data mining 

process. Their unique feature is that they are relatively machine driven and involve 

automatic classification of cases. MBR is a highly useful technique that can be applied 

to text data as well as traditional numeric data domains. 

Memory-based reasoning is an empirical classification method. It operates by 

comparing new unclassified records with known examples and patterns. (Stanfilland 

Waltz, 1986). 

The case that most closely matches the new record is identified, using one of a number 

of different possible measures. Memory-based reasoning provides best overall 
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classification when compared with the more traditional approaches in classifying jobs 

with respect to back disorders.(Zurada, et al 2004). 

The strength of MBR includes the following: 

• It produces results that are readily understandable 

• It is applicable to arbitrary data types, even non- relational data. 

• It works efficiently on any number of fields 

• .It requires minimal amount of effort to maintain the training set..  

MBR weaknesses also include the following: 

• It is computationally expensive when doing classification and prediction 

• It requires a large amount of storage for the training set. 

• Its results can be dependent on the choice of distance function, 

combination function and the number of neighbors.  

2.2.3 Market Basket Analysis 

Market-basket analysis refers to methodologies studying the composition of a shopping 

basket of products purchased during a single shopping event. 

This technique has been widely applied to grocery store operations as well as other 

retailing operations. Market basket data in its rawest form would be the transactional 

list of purchases by customer, indicating only the items purchased together with their 

prices. This data is challenging because of a number of characteristics that include: 

• A very large number of records (often millions of transactions per day) 

• Sparseness (each market basket contains only a small portion of items 

carried) 
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• Heterogeneity (those with different tastes tend to purchase a specific 

subset of items). 

The aim of market-basket analysis is to identify what products tend to be purchased 

together. Analyzing transaction-level data can identify purchase patterns, such as   

which snacks are purchased with chicken during Christmas. This information can be 

used in determining where to place products in the store, as well as aid inventory 

management. Product presentations and staffing can be more intelligently planned for 

specific times of day, days of the week, or holidays. Another commercial application is 

electronic couponing, tailoring coupon face value and distribution timing using 

information obtained from market baskets (Russell and Petersen, 2000). 

The ultimate goal of market basket analysis is finding the products that customers 

frequently purchase together. The stores can use this information by putting these 

products in close proximity of each other and making them more visible and accessible 

for customers at the time of shopping. 

These assortments can affect customer behavior and promote the sales for complement 

items. The other use of this information is to decide about the layout of catalogs and put 

the items with strong association together in sales catalogs. The advantage of using 

sales data for promotions and store layout is that the consumer behavior information 

determines the items with associations. This information may vary based on the area 

and the assortments of available items in the store. The point of sale data reflects the 

real behavior of the group of customers that frequently shop at the same store. Catalogs 

that are designed based on the market basket analysis are expected to be more effective 

on consumer behavior and sales promotion. 
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The strengths of Market Basket Analysis include the following: 

• It produces clear and understandable results 

• It supports undirected data mining  

• It works on variable-length data. 

• It uses simple understandable computations. 

The weaknesses of Market Basket Analysis are listed below: 

• It requires exponentially more computational effort as the problem size 

grows. 

• It has a limited supports for attributes on the data 

• It is difficult to determine the right number of items 

• It discounts rear items 

2.2.4 Link Analysis   

Link Analysis is based on a branch of mathematics called graph theory. Link Analysis 

is not applicable to all types of data nor can it solve all types of problems. However 

when it can be used, it yields very insightful and actionable results. Areas where it can 

yield good results include the following: 

• Identifying authoritative sources of information on the World Wide Web by 

analyzing the links between its pages. 

• Analyzing telephone call patterns to identify particular market segments such as 

people working from home. 

• Understanding physician referral patterns, a referral is a relationship between 

two physicians. 
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2.2.5 Automatic Cluster Detection  

Clustering provides a way to learn about the structure of complex data. Once proper 

clusters have been defined, it is often possible to find simple patterns within each 

cluster, popular cluster algorithms include K-Means, Gaussian mixture models, 

agglomerative clustering, divisive clustering and self-organizing maps. 

2.2.6 Artificial Neural Network  

Artificial neural networks or simply Neural Networks are popular because they have a 

proven track record in many data mining and decision- support applications. Neural 

networks are a class of very powerful, general-purpose tools that are readily applied to 

prediction, classification, and clustering. They have been applied across a broad range 

of industries, from predicting financial series to diagnosing medical conditions, from 

identifying clusters of valuable customers to identifying fraudulent credit card 

transactions, from recognizing numbers written on checks to predicting the failure rates 

of engines (Berry and Linoff, 1997). 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) came into being in the late 1950 but it was not until 

the middle of 1980’s that its algorithm became powerful enough for general 

application. An artificial neural networks are connectionist architectures, parallel 

disturbed processing and neuromorphic systems that are artificial representations of the 

human brain which try to simulate the learning process. This learning process is 

achieved by using collections of mathematical models that emulate some of the 

observed properties of biological nervous systems and draw the analogies of adaptive 

biological learning (Frohlich, 1996).  
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Principe et al (2000) defined ANN as distributive, adaptive and generally non-linear 

learning machines built from many different processing elements (PEs). Thus, Artificial 

Neural Network is a network of interconnected elements, which are made to behave 

like biological neurons, and thereby enabling the whole network to work in a similar 

way to the human brain.  

It is true that modern computer can easily perform better than human brain in pre-

programmable, repetitive computations, but intelligent tasks such as recognizing a face, 

reading a hand written note that seems simple for human are not trivial even for the 

most high speed digital computers. In an effort to develop computer that is intelligent 

as human, software engineers started designing software to mimic the human brain, 

with its neurons and synaptic connection. Thus the field of artificial neural network was 

born. Neural Network software analyses data by passing it through several simulated 

processors instead of using the traditional method of one central processor, to carry out 

many instructions at a time. The simulated processors are made up of a large number of 

highly interconnected PEs that are similar to human neurons and tied together with 

weighted connections that are analogous to synapses. Artificial neural network 

therefore bears resemblance to the human brain in the following ways:  

• It acquires knowledge through learning.  

• Its knowledge is stored within inter-neuron connection strength called synaptic 

weights.  

While human beings are good at generalizing from experience, computers usually excel 

at following explicit instructions over and over. The appeal of neural networks is that 

they bridge this gap by modeling, on digital computer, the neural connections in human 

brains.  
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When used in a well-defined domain, the ability to generalize and learn from data 

mimics human’s ability to learn from experience. The ability is useful for data mining 

and it also makes neural networks an exciting area of research promising new and 

better results in the future (Hornik et al, 1989).  

2.2.6.1 The Human Brain  

The brain is made up of a large number (over a billion) of neural cells that process 

information. Each of these neurons is joined to about one hundred thousand, other 

neurons (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 2001; Bose and Liang, 1996). Each 

cell functions like a simple processor and only the massive interaction between all the 

cells and their parallel processing makes the brain’s abilities possible. The structure of a 

neural cell is shown in Fig. 2.3 

From the figure, a neuron is made up of a core, dendrites for incoming information and 

an axon with dendrites for outgoing information sent to linked neurons. Transportation 

of information between the neurons is in the form of electrical stimulations along 

dendrites. Incoming information that has reached the neurons dendrite is summed up 

and then transported along the neurons axon to the dendrites at its end from where the 

information is transported to other neurons. If the stimulation is beyond a certain 

threshold, the neuron is said to be activated. On the hand the neuron is said to be 

inhibited of the stimulation that is coming if it is too low, therefore information will not 

be transported any further. The connections that exist between the neurons are adaptive, 

that is, there is dynamic change in the connection structure. It is widely believed that it 

is this adaptive nature that gives human his learning ability.   
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Fig. 2.3: Structure of a neural cell  
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Similarly, an artificial neural network is also made up of neurons and connection 

between them. The neurons are transporting incoming information on their outgoing 

connections to other neurons. These connections are called “weights”. 

In order to simulate the electrical information found in the brain, specific values are 

stored in those weights. The dynamism in the connection structure can also be 

simulated by changing the weights values. 

2.2.6.2 Neural Network Models 

Biological neural network is very complex that people still find it difficult to 

understand it as a whole. Therefore some form of simplification has been made on it, in 

order to understand its properties and to formulate mathematical models. The under 

listed are some of the models developed: 

• McCulloch –Pitts Model 

• Sigmoid Function 

(a) McCulloch – Pitts Model 

In 1943, Warren McCulloch, a neurophysiologist, and Walter Pits, a logician, 

postulated a simple model to explain how biological neurons work. While their focus 

was on understanding the anatomy of the brain, it turned out that this model provided a 

new approach to solving certain problems outside the realm of neurobiology.   

In the 1950s, when digital computers first became available, computer scientists 

implemented models called perceptron’s based on the work of McCulloch and Pits. 

The two researchers, Warrens McCulloch and Walter Pits proposed a model of the 

neuron as a system for logic computation in any discrete process; be it brain, computer 
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or anywhere else(Bose and Liang, 1996; Principe et al 2000; McCulloch  and Pits, 

1943). This marks the beginning of effective attempt to mathematically formalize the 

operation of a neuron (Johnson, 1997).  

 A McCulloch Pits cell is a very simple two – state machine (Minsky, 1967) from 

where a single line or wire called the output fiber of the cell emerges from each cell. 

Output fibers from different cells are not allowed to merge together. Each branch must, 

in the long run, ends as an input connection to another or perhaps the same cell.  

Branch termination can either be in two ways; the one that provides an excitation input 

or the one that provides an inhibitory input. McCulloch-Pitts model only allows two 

outputs 0 and 1, which represent either quiet or firing. Further work on the McCulloch-

Pitts modeled the Threshold Logic Units (TLUs) with adjustable weights. A TLU is a 

device with n inputs X1, X2 … Xn and an output Y which is a threshold function where  

   Y =    1 for K + 1 > 0  

               1 for K + 1 < 0 

There are n + 1 parameters, the weights (W1, W2, … Wn) and a threshold 𝜃𝜃. Output 

values is computed by TLU at discrete time indices K = 1, 2 … based on.  

 Y (K + 1) = 1  

    If ∑ 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖(𝐾𝐾) ≥ 0𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1  

      0 otherwise  

If the weights are greater than zero, it means excitatory synapses, but if the weights are 

less than zero, it means inhibitory synapses. Due to its simplicity, the network of this 

type can compute any logical functions. McCulloch-Pitts model is very useful in the 

construction of sequential machines to perform logical operations of any degree of 

complexity. However, it is only useful for solving linearly separable systems.  
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(b) Sigmoid Function  

Linearly separability as in McCulloch-Pitts model is, it is very impractical for real 

world problems. A more practical approach is to have a less deterministic function that 

will allow the use of analogues values so that the result can be differentiated. The 

solution to this is a sigmoid function. A sigmoid function is a continuous real valued 

function whose domain is the real number and whose derivation is always positive and 

whose change is always bounded. A sigmoid function is a smooth and continuous 

threshold function frequently used as a transfer function in artificial neural networks. It 

produces a real number for a given input, instead of assigning definite values like (0, 1) 

as in McCulloch-Pitts models.  

Sigmoid functions increase monotonically and provide some form of non-linearity.  

The non-linearity property of sigmoid function is a necessity of gradient descent. 

Sigmoid functions can map any input to a finite range of inputs which normally take 

values between 1 and 0 or -1 and +1. 

Training a network on extreme value is of no consequence since sigmoid functions can 

never reach their maximum or minimum range values. The most common sigmoidal 

nonlinear functions are the logistic and the hyperbolic tangent functions explained in 

equations 2.1 and 2.2.  

Hyperbolic tangent   F(net) = tanh (𝛼𝛼net)     (Eq. 2.1) 

and  

Logistic    F(net) = 1
1+𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−(∝𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛)                (Eq. 2.2) 

Where  

F is a slope parameter and is normally set to 1. 
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The main different between these two has to do with the range of their output values. 

The logistic function output values between (0,1), while the hyperbolic tangent output 

values between [-1, 1]. 

2.2.6.3 Learning  

Due to its nature, derived from the fact that it emulates the brain, artificial neural 

network exhibit learning properties. Learning is the basis of intelligence. It is a property 

exhibited when a system’s performance is increased at a given task without being 

reprogrammed.  

It is generally believed that during the leaning process, there are changes in the 

connection structure among the neurons so that stimulations are only accepted by some 

neurons. This belief comes from the work carried out by Donald Hebb, a neuroscientist 

(Hebb, 1949). Hebb modeled the collective behavior of biological neurons and 

concluded that “when an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly 

or persistently , some growth process or metabolic changes takes place in one or both 

cells as one of the cell firing B is increased. What this means is that an active synapse 

that persistently causes the activation of a post synaptic neuron will have its strength 

increase while others will experience strength decrease.  

Mathematically, it means an updating scheme for the connection weight wij that links 

neurons i and j together. If xi and yi be the input to neuron j from neuron i, and the 

output form neuron j respectively, then the update equation 2.3: 

 Wij
new = wij

old + Xiyi       (Eq. 2.3) 

is called the Hebbian learning rules(Berry et al, 1997), where  is called the learning 

rate parameter and is a positive number. 
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Furthermore, it means, there exist firm connection between the neural cells that have 

learned a specific fact. These connections will enable the speedy collection of 

information. If some information arrives that is related to what it has learned before, the 

same, neural cells will be stimulated and adapted by changing their connection 

structure based on the new information. On the other hand, if specific information is not 

recollected for a long time, the connection structure between the responsible neural 

cells becomes weaker. For instance, if someone forgot something he had learned before 

or can only remember it vaguely.  

Similarly, artificial neural network is also made of neurons and dendrites but unlike the 

biological model, a neural network has a fixed structure, built of a specified number of 

neurons and a specific number of connections between them called weights, which 

have certain values that changes during learning process. The problem is how to 

generate a set of weights that generate internal representations of similar patterns to 

those presented initially. Many of the solutions proposed for the generation of weight 

are based on Donald Hebb’s ideas.  

After neural network had been trained correctly, there is probability that it will generate 

the correct output to a given input that had been learned, using the weight values. It is 

not unlikely that certain error is left after the learning process. Therefore the generated 

result is only a good approximation to the correct output. Learning can either take two 

forms: supervised and unsupervised. 

(a) Supervised Learning  

In supervised learning both the input(s) and the output(s) are provided. When the inputs 

are fed into the network, the network processes the inputs and generates outputs, which 

are then compared with the desired outputs. An error value is computed which is then 
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propagated back through the network, causing adjustment in weight that control the 

network. The process is repeated over and over again with the weights adjusted and 

error value is computed for each iteration until the error is minimized. 

(b) Unsupervised Learning  

In this type of network, the inputs are provided only, that is without the output. It 

cannot be determined what the result of the learning process will be or look like. The 

weight values of such a neural network are arranged inside a certain range, depending 

on the given input values .This is referred to as self-organizing.  

2.2.6.4 Neural Network Types  

The type of neural network shows whether the neurons of one of the network’s layers 

can be connected among themselves. Thus we have feed forward and 

feedback/recurrent networks.  

(a) Feed forward Networks 

Feed forward neural network only allows neuron connections between two different 

layers. They have the advantage that they are very simple and most times, very fast. A 

number of neural networks model have been built based on feed forward neural 

networks.  

(i) Perceptron  

Frank Rosenblatt in 1958 introduced the perceptron as a representation of a neuron 

using the biological models as foundation. A perceptron is a supervised, feed forward 

neural network that has one layer of fixed processing unit and trainable threshold logic 

unit and is capable of computing any Y  1, (Φ) for a given Φ by adjusting the weights 
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and threshold of its trainable TLU (Rosenblatt, 1960). The merger of McCulloch and 

Pitt’smodel proposed a threshold logic model for neurons and that of Hebb said that 

learning is realized through synaptic changes between neurons. A typical perceptron 

network is shown in Fig. 2.4. 

Single-layer perceptron networks have limitations and are not computationally 

complete. Complicated logical operations such as exclusive-OR cannot be solved by a 

perceptron. What it means is that linearly inseparable problems at the output layer 

cannot be solved by a perceptron.  

Rosenblatt’s work also included the perceptron convergence theorem (Principe, et al 

2000), an algorithm that helps in the training of perceptron units. If a perceptron can 

train a set of training patterns, this algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a set of 

weights that enable correct output of the input data. It is used for pattern classification 

purposes and simple logical operations.  

(ii) . Multi-layer Perceptron  

Multi-layer Perceptron was first introduced by M. Minsky and S. Papert in 1969. It is a 

special case of perceptron whose first –layer units are replaced by trainable threshold 

logic units in order to allow it to solve non-linear separable problem. Minsky and 

Papert (1969) called multi-layer perceptron of one trainable hidden layer a Gamba 

perceptron. The structure is shown in Fig. 2.5. 
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Each layer is fully connected to the next one. Depending on the complexity, 

performance and implementation point of view, the number of hidden layers may be 

increased or decreased with, corresponding increase or decrease in the number of 

hidden units and connections.  

Both the perceptron and the multi-layer perceptron are trained with error-correction 

learning. But since perceptron does not have an explicit error available, this stopped 

further work on multi-layer perceptron around 1970 until a method to train multi-layer 

perceptron’s was later discovered. The method is called back propagation or the 

generalized delta rule.  

With the method, processing is done from the input to the output layer, that is, in the 

forward direction, following which computed errors are then propagated back in the 

backward direction, to change the weights to obtain a better result. The algorithm has 

been rediscovered several times with some variations (Becker and Le Cun, 1989; 

Jacobs, 1988).   

(iii) Back Propagation Net 

The Back propagation net was first introduced by Rumelhartet al in 1986 and is one of 

the most powerful neural net types. It has the same structure as the Multi-layer 

perceptron and uses the back-propagation algorithm. The back propagation algorithm is 

general, widely used and not complex, for training multi-layer feed forward networks. 

It has some disadvantages like low convergence during the learning process. 

(b) Feedback or Recurrent Networks 

They share the same features with the feed forward network, but with feedback 

connectionist becomes a non-linear system. As a result of these feedback connections, 
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cycles are present in the network, and training is sometimes iterated for a long time 

before a result can be generated. A number of networks based on recurrent network 

have been developed.  

(i) Hopfield Network  

The Hopfield Net was first introduced by J.J. Hopfield in 1982 and belongs to neural 

net types, which are called “thermodynamical models”. It consists of a set of neurons 

where each neuron is connected to each other neuron. There is no difference between 

input and output neurons. The main application of a Hopfield net is the storage and 

recognition of pattern, e.g. image files.  

Hopfield network do not have any natural applications but many hardware 

implementations have been reported in (Bose and Liang, 1996; Hopfield, 1982). 

(ii) Simulated Annealing 

Hopfield network is based on the gradient descent rule which has the disadvantage that 

once it gets to a local minimum, it is trapped there. Therefore some randomness needs 

be added to gradient descent rule for the system to jump out of a local minimum. 

Simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick, et al, 1983) is a method that does this.  

It bores analogy to the technique used in metallurgy where a metal is annealed by 

heating it to a high temperature thereby making the atoms to shake violently. If the 

metal is cooled suddenly, the randomness would be locked in its state making the metal 

extremely brittle. If on the other hand, it was cooled slowly, the molecules will become 

relatively stable for the current temperature.  

If this is applied to the neural network state by reducing the amount of noise, it can find 

its way out of a local minimum. This method is called Boltzmann machine, named after 
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Ludwig Boltzmann, the Australian physicist that discovered properties similar to those 

of annealing in gas molecules. 

(iii) Kohonen Maps 

Finish Professor Teuvo Kohonen in 1982 demonstrated the formation of a topography 

map by unsupervised self-organization. It is made of a feature map and a neuron layer 

which arranged themselves according to some input values.  

Kohonen identified two key mechanisms for a network to self-organize spatially: 

1. Locate the unit that best responds to the given input. This unit is called the 

winning unit.  

2. Modify the connections to the winning unit and connections to units in its 

neighbourhood.  

Kohonen feature map is probably the most useful neural network type. The structure is 

shown in Fig. 2.6. 

 

2.2.7 Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic Algorithms, first introduced by (Holland, 1975), have been applied to a variety 

of problems and offer intriguing possibilities for general purpose adaptive search 

algorithms in artificial intelligence, especially for situations where it is difficult or 

impossible to precisely model the external circumstances faced by the program. Search 

based on evolutionary models had been tried before Holland. However, these models 

were based on mutation and natural selection and were not notably successful. The 

principal difference of Holland’s approach was the incorporation of a ’crossover’ 

operator to mimic the effect of sexual reproduction Figure 2.7 illustrates the basic idea 

of GA. 
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Genetic algorithms are based on an analogy similar to biological processes. Evolution 

and natural selection have resulted in adaptable, specialized species that are highly 

suited to their environments. Evolution optimizes the fitness of individuals over 

succeeding generations by propagating the   genetic material in the fittest individuals of 

one generation to the next generation. 

Genetic algorithms, which are also called evolutionary algorithms, have been applied to 

optimization in large factories, and classification problems involving complex data 

types. 

Optimization   problems have three features: 

• A set of parameters (which for GAs   are called genomes or chromosomes) 

• A function that combines   the parameters into single value (the fitness function) 

• A set of constraints on the parameters (for GAs these are incorporated into the 

fitness function) 

The goal is to find the parameters that maximize or minimize the fitness function, 

subject to the constraints. Searching through all combinations of parameters that meet 

the constraints is too cumbersome for even the most advanced computers; even for a 

small number of parameters, the number of combination is too large to search. 

Genetic algorithms are one approach to solving such problems. When the fitness 

function satisfies some specific mathematical conditions, then differential calculus can 

be used to find the optimal solution. 

In the world of data mining and data analysis, the use of genetic algorithms has not 

been as widespread as the use of other techniques. Data mining focuses on tasks such as 

classification and prediction, rather than on optimization. 
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Genetic algorithms are mathematical procedures that utilize the process of genetic 

inheritance. They have been usefully applied to a wide variety of analytic problems. 

Data mining can combine human understanding with automatic analysis of data to 

detect patterns or key relationships. Given a large database defined over a number of 

variables, the goal is to efficiently find the most interesting patterns in the database. 

Genetic algorithms have been applied to identify interesting patterns in some 

applications. They usually are used in data mining to improve the performance of other 

algorithms such as decision tree algorithms and association rules. 

Genetic algorithms require certain data structure. They operate on a population with 

characteristics expressed in categorical form. The analogy with genetics is that the 

population (genes) consists of characteristics (alleles). One way to implement 

genetic algorithms is to apply operators (reproduction, crossover, selection) with the 

feature of mutation to enhance generation of potentially better combinations. The 

genetic algorithm process is thus: 

1. Randomly select parents. 

2. Reproduce through crossover. Reproduction is the operator choosing which 

individual entities will survive. In other words, some objective function or 

selection characteristic is needed to determine survival. Crossover relates to 

changes in future generations of entities. 

3. Select survivors for the next generation through a fitness function. 

4. Mutation is the operation by which randomly selected attributes of 

randomly selected entities in subsequent operations are changed. 

5. Iterate until either a given fitness level is attained, or the preset number of 

iterations is reached. 
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Genetic algorithm parameters include population size, crossover rate (the probability 

that individuals will crossover), and the mutation rate (the probability that a certain 

entity mutates). 

Genetic algorithms are very easy to develop and to validate, which makes them highly 

attractive. The algorithm is parallel, meaning that it can be applied to large populations 

efficiently. The algorithm is also efficient in that if it begins with a poor original 

solution, it can rapidly progress to good solutions. Use of mutation makes the method 

capable of identifying global optima even in very nonlinear problem domains. The 

method does not require knowledge about the distribution of the data. 

 Genetic algorithms require mapping data sets to a form where attributes have discrete 

values for the genetic algorithm to work with. This is usually possible, but can lose a 

great deal of detail information when dealing with continuous variables. Coding the 

data into categorical form can unintentionally lead to biases in the data. 

There are also limits to the size of data set that can be analyzed with genetic algorithms. 

For very large data sets, sampling will be necessary, which leads to different results 

across different runs over the same data set. 

 

2.2.7.1 Basic Genetic Algorithm Programming steps are: 

(1) Start: Generate random population of n chromosomes (suitable solutions for the 

problem) 

(2) Fitness: Evaluate the fitness f(x) of each chromosome x in the population 

(3) New population: Create a new population by repeating following steps until the 

new population is complete 
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(4) Selection: Select two parent chromosomes from a population according to their 

fitness (the better fitness, the bigger chance to be selected) 

(5) Crossover: With a crossover probability cross over the parents to form a new 

offspring (children). If no crossover was performed, offspring is an exact copy 

of parents. 

(6) Mutation: With a mutation probability mutate new offspring at each locus 

(position in chromosome). 

(7) Accept: Place new offspring in a new population 

(8) Replace: Use new generated population for a further run of algorithm 

(9) Test: If the end condition is satisfied, stop, and return the best solution in 

current population 

(10) Loop: Go to step 2 

Genetic algorithms have three basic operators: 

• Selection 

• Crossover and 

• Mutation 

(a) Selection 

This is the procedure for choosing individuals (parents) on which to perform crossover 

in order to create new solutions. The idea is that the ‘fitter’ individuals are more 

prominent in the selection process, with the hope that the offspring they create will be 

fitter. 

The selection step is analogous to the process of natural selection where only the fittest 

individual in the population survive to pass genetic material on to the next generation. 
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Unlike nature, though, the size of the population remains constant from one generation 

to the next, so there is no chance of the population becoming extinct. The chance of a 

genome surviving to the next generation is proportional to its fitness value—the better 

the fitness value relative to other genomes, the more copies that survive to the next 

generation. Survival is based on choosing the genomes in a random way proportional to 

their fitness. A random number is generated between 0 and 1 and this random number 

is used to determine whether a copy of a genome survives or not. More random 

numbers are generated until the next generation has the right number of genomes. 

Using a random number generator converts the fractional probabilities to whole number 

approximations, and it also allows some genomes with low fitness to survive. 

Two commonly used procedures are ‘roulette wheel’ and ‘tournament’ selection. In 

roulette wheel, each individual is assigned a slice of a wheel, the size of the slice being 

proportional to the fitness of the individual. The wheel is then spun and the individual 

opposite the marker becomes one of the parents. In tournament selection several 

individuals are chosen at random and the fittest becomes one of the parents. 

(b) Cross over 

The next operator applied to the surviving genomes is crossover. Crossover, which 

occurs in nature, creates two new genomes from two existing ones by gluing together 

pieces of each one.  Crossover starts with two genomes and a random position. The first 

part of one genome swaps places with the first part of the second. The first part of one 

genome swaps places with the first part of the second. For instance, starting with the 

two genomes 10110 and 00010 and using a crossover position between the second and 

third position works as follows: 
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10 | 110 

00 | 010 

The result of crossover is (the genes from the second genomes are underlined): 

10 | 010 

00 | 110 

The resulting genomes, called children, each have a piece of their chromosomes 

inherited form each of their parents. Applying crossover to large population proceeds 

by selecting pairs of genomes and flipping a coin to determine where they split and 

swap. This probability is the crossover probability denoted by p. If they do cross over, 

then a random position is chosen and the children of the original genomes replace them 

in the next generation. Multiple point crossovers are where this occurs at several points 

along the string. A crossover probability (Pc) is often given which enables a chance that 

the parents descend into the next generation unchanged. 

A value of 0.5 for the crossover probability (corresponding to a coin toss) generally 

produces good results. In the example, the two genomes 10110 and 00010 are chosen 

for crossover, and the position is between the second and third genes. Along with 

mutation, crossover is the operator that creates new candidate solutions.  

(C) Mutation 

The final operation is mutation. Mutation rarely occurs in nature and is the result of 

miscode genetic material being passed from a parent to a child. The resulting change in 

the gene may represent a significant improvement in fitness over the existing 

population, although more often than not, the results are harmful. Selection and 
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crossover do a good job of searching the space of possible genomes, but they depend on 

initial conditions and randomness that might conspire to prevent certain valuable 

combinations from being considered in succeeding generations. 

Mutation provides the additional input. Mutation rate is quite small in nature and is 

usually kept quite low for genetic algorithms. When a mutation occurs, a bit changes 

from a 0 to a 1 or from a 1 to a 0.Mutation is a second-order effect that helps avoid 

premature convergence to a local optimum. When the initial population provides good 

coverage of the space of possible combinations, succeeding generations move quickly 

toward the optimal solution by means of selection and crossover. Changes introduced 

by mutation are likely to be destructive and do not last for more than a generation or 

two. 

2.3 Classification of Data Mining Tasks  

Data mining tasks can be categorized based on the objectives of the work at hand. A 

few of such categorizations are:  

• Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA): Here the goal is simply to explore the data 

without any clear ideas of what is being looked for. Typically, EDA techniques 

are interactive and visual. 

• Descriptive Modeling: The goal of a descriptive model is to describe all of the 

data (or the process generating the data). Examples of such descriptions include 

models for the overall probability distribution of the data (density estimation), 

partitioning of the p-dimensional space into groups (cluster analysis and 

segmentation), and models describing the relationship between variables 

(dependency modeling). 
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• Predictive Modeling classification and Regression: Here, the aim is to build a 

model that will permit the value of one variable to be predicted from the known 

values of other variables. In classification, the variable being predicted is 

categorical, while in regression the variable is quantitative. 

• Discovering Patterns and Rules: Three types of tasks listed above are 

concerned with model building; while discovering of patterns and rules are 

concerned with pattern detection. For example spotting fraudulent behavior by 

detecting regions of the space defining the different types of transactions where 

the data points significantly different from the rest. 

• Retrieval by Content: Here the user has a pattern of interest and wishes to find 

similar patterns in the data set. This task is most commonly used for text and 

image data sets. For text, the pattern may be a set of keywords, and the user 

may wish to find relevant documents within a large set of possibly relevant 

documents(e.g. Web pages). 

Data mining can accomplish a limited set of tasks and only under limited 

circumstances. Many problems of intellectual, economic and business interest are also 

classified in terms of the following six tasks. (Berry et al, 1997). 

1. Classification  

2. Estimation  

3. Prediction  

4. Affinity grouping 

5. Clustering  

6. Description  
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• Classification: This is the most common data mining task. In order to 

understand and communicate about the world, we constantly classify, categorize 

and grade. Classification consists of examining the features of a newly 

presented object and assigning it to one of a predefined set of classes. Examples 

of classification tasks are assigning key words to articles, and classifying 

applicants as qualified or not qualified. Decision trees and nearest neighbor, 

techniques are good for classifying tasks.  

• Estimation: While classification deals with discrete outcomes, estimation deals 

with continuous outcomes. Given some input data, estimation comes up with a 

value from some unknown continuous variables such as height or income. In 

practice estimation is often used to perform a classification task. Examples of 

estimation tasks include estimating the number of children in a family and 

estimating a family’s total household income. Regression models and neural 

networks are well suited to estimate tasks.  Survival analysis is good to estimate 

tasks where the goal is to estimate the time to an event.  

• Prediction: This task is the same with classification or estimation except that 

records are classified according to some predicted future behavior or estimated 

future value. In prediction, the only way to check for accuracy of the 

classification is to wait and see the outcome. Prediction is treated separately 

because in predictive modeling there are additional issues regarding the 

temporal relationship of the input variables or predictors of the target variable. 

Any method used for classification and estimation can be adapted for use in 

prediction by using training examples where the value of the variable to be 

predicted is already known along with historical data for those examples. 

Virtually all data mining techniques can be used for prediction. The choice of 
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the technique depends on the nature of the input data, the type of value to be 

predicted and the importance attached to the explicability of the prediction.  

• Affinity Grouping: The task of affinity grouping is to determine things that go 

together. Affinity is used to determine things that go together in a shopping cart 

at a supermarket. Affinity can also be used to identify cross-selling 

opportunities and to design attractive packages or groupings of product and 

services. Affinity grouping is a simple approach to generating rules from data. 

Association rules and Market Basket Analysis are well suited for affinity 

grouping tasks.   

• Clustering:  Clustering is the task of segmenting a heterogeneous population 

into a number of more homogenous subgroups or clusters. What distinguishes 

clustering from classification is that clustering does not rely on predefined 

classes. Cluster detection and self-organizing maps are techniques good for 

clustering tasks.   

• Description and Profiling: Sometimes the purpose of data mining is simply to 

describe what is going on in a complicated database in a way that increases our 

understanding of the people, products, or processes that produced the data in the 

first place. A good description of a behavior will often suggest an explanation 

for it as well. Decision trees, Association rules and Cluster detections are good 

techniques for descriptive and profiling tasks.   

The first three tasks classification, estimation and prediction are examples of directed 

data mining. Affinity grouping and clustering are examples of undirected data mining. 

Profiling may be either directed or undirected. In directed data mining there is always a 

target variable, a variable to be classified, estimated or predicted. In undirected data 
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mining, there is no target variable. The task here is to find overall patterns that are not 

tied to any one variable. Undirected data mining is descriptive in nature, so undirected 

data are often used for profiling, while directed are used for building profiles. Directed 

data mining is called supervised learning and undirected is called unsupervised 

learning. Data mining process is sometimes referred to as knowledge discovery or 

knowledge discovery in databases. 

In knowledge discovery, no prior assumptions are made; the data is allowed to speak 

for itself.  

Knowledge discovery can be either directed or undirected. In direct knowledge 

discovery, the task is to explain the value of some particular field (income, response, 

age, credit worthiness etc.) in terms of all the others. We select the target field and 

direct the computer to tell us how to estimate, classify or predict it. In undirected 

knowledge discovery there is no target field. The computer is simply asked to identify 

pattern in the data that may be significant.  

Directed knowledge discovery is goal – oriented. There is a specific field whose value 

is to be predicted, a fixed set of classes to be assigned to each record, or a specific 

relationship to explore. 

In undirected knowledge discovery there is no target field. The data mining tool is 

simply let loose on the data in the hope that it will discover meaningful structure. One 

common use for undirected knowledge discovery is market basket analysis that asks 

what items sell “together”. Another application is clustering, where groups of records 

are assigned to the same cluster if they have something in common.  
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2.4 The Importance and Uses of Data Mining in Medicine and Public Health 

There are several reasons that support the use of data mining in the health sector, 

covering not just concerns of public health but also the private health sector, some of 

which are discussed below. 

Data overload: There is a wealth of knowledge to be gained from computerized health 

records. The overwhelming bulk of data stored in these databases makes it extremely 

difficult, if not impossible, for humans to sift through it and discover knowledge 

(Cheng, et al 2006). 

Some believe that medical breakthroughs have slowed down because of the prohibitive 

scale and complexity of present-day medical information. Computers and data mining 

are best-suited for this purpose. (Shillabeer and Roddick, 2007). 

Evidence-based medicine and prevention of hospital errors: When medical 

institutions apply data mining on their existing data,  new, useful and potentially life-

saving knowledge that otherwise would have remained inert in their databases may be 

discovered. For instance, an ongoing study on hospitals and safety found that about 

87% of hospital deaths in the United States could have been prevented, had hospital 

staff (including doctors) been more careful in avoiding errors (Health Grades Hospitals 

Study, 2007).  

By mining hospital records, such safety issues could be flagged and addressed by 

hospital management and government regulators, before the occurrence of such errors. 

Policy-making in public health: Lavrac et al. (2007) combined GIS and data mining 

using among others, WEKA with J48 (free, open source, Java-based data mining tools), 

to analyze similarities between community health centers in Slovenia. Using data 
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mining, they were able to discover patterns among health centers that led to policy 

recommendations to their Institute of Public Health. They concluded that “data mining 

and decision support methods, including novel visualization methods, can lead to better 

performance in decision making.” 

More value for money and cost saving: Data mining allows organizations and 

institutions to get more out of existing data at minimal extra cost. Data mining have 

been applied to discover fraud in credit cards and insurance claims (Kou et al. 2004). 

By extension, these techniques could also be used to detect anomalous patterns in 

health insurance claims, particularly those operated by the national healthcare insurance 

system. 

Early detection and/or prevention of diseases: Cheng, et al cited the use of 

classification algorithms to help in the early detection of heart disease, a major public 

health concern all over the world. Cao et al (2008) described the use of data mining as a 

tool to aid in monitoring trends in the clinical trials of cancer vaccines. By using data 

mining and visualization, medical experts could find patterns and anomalies better than 

by just looking at a set of tabulated data. 

Early detection and management of pandemic diseases and public health policy 

formulation: Health experts have also begun to look at how to apply data mining for 

early detection and management of pandemics. Researchers have outlined techniques 

combining spatial modeling, simulation and spatial data mining to find interesting 

characteristics of disease outbreak. 

The analysis that resulted from data mining in the simulated environment could then be 

used towards more informed policy-making to detect and manage disease outbreaks. 

Wong et al. (2005) introduced WSARE, an algorithm to detect outbreaks in their early 
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stages. WSARE, which is short for “What’s Strange about Recent Events” is based on 

association rules and Bayesian networks. Applying WSARE, simulation models have 

produced relatively accurate predictions of simulated disease outbreaks.  

Non-invasive diagnosis and decision support: Some diagnostic and laboratory 

procedures are invasive, costly and painful to patients. An example of this is 

conducting a biopsy in women to detect cervical cancer. Thangavel et al (2006) used 

the K-means clustering algorithm to analyze cervical cancer patients and found that 

clustering found better predictive results than existing medical opinion. They found a 

set of interesting attributes that could be used by doctors as additional support on 

whether or not to recommend a biopsy for a patient suspected of having cervical 

cancer. 

This work therefore used data mining technique to develop a model that is capable of 

classifying and predicting HIV/AIDS status of patients. 

2.5 HIV/AIDS  

HIV is a retrovirus that infects cells of the immune system, such as CD4 cells and 

macrophages, and then destroys or impairs their function. CD4 cells organize the 

body’s overall immune response to foreign bodies and infections. 

Immune deficiency arises from the progressive depletion of the immune system 

through this infection. Since the immune system is responsible for fighting off infection 

and cancers, cellular immune deficiency makes individuals more susceptible to 

opportunistic infections such as pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, toxoplasmosis, 

systemic and esophageal candidiasis, generalized herpes zoster, Cryptococcimeningitis, 

and to cancers such as Kaposi sarcoma. 
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2.5.1 Mode of Operation and Course of Infection 

First the virus penetrates the CD4 cells and copies the cell’s DNA to ensure that it 

cannot be identified and destroys the immune system. The virus replicates many times 

within the cell, and these new particles destroy the CD4 cell when they emerge. Each of 

the new viruses infects other cells. During the early stages of infection, many cells are 

infected and the number of virus particles in the body is high.  

The HIV status cannot be detected through tests, as insufficient antibodies have been 

formed, and this is called the window period. After this primary acute infection a 

prolonged period without obvious symptoms follows. Later the body experiences 

severe immunodeficiency resulting in secondary opportunistic infections that are the 

major causes of death in AIDS patients. 

2.5.2 Methods of Transmission 

There are three main methods of transmission: 

• Sexual contact 

• Contaminated blood: sharing of contaminated needles in drug injection; sharing 

infected blood through blood transfusion 

• Mother to child transmission during pregnancy, childbirth and breastfeeding 

The predominant mode of transmission of HIV is sexual. According to UNAIDS, three 

factors influence the biological probability of transmission: 

• Type of sex: Anal intercourse carries a greater risk than vaginal intercourse, and 

receptive anal sex is more risky than insertive. The probability of HIV 

transmission is higher if there are lesions, such as would arise from rape and 
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rough sex. The virus tends to be more easily transmitted from males to females, 

and the risk of male to female transmission is higher in girls younger than 16, 

compared to older women before the menopause. This higher biological 

vulnerability could be due to the immaturity of the genital tract and cervix. Risk 

of transmission of the virus through oral sex is small, but this is increased if 

there are abrasions in the mouth.  

• Stage of illness: HIV infected individuals are more infectious during the earliest 

phase of infection before antibodies are produced; and at the later phase of the 

disease when the immune system is unable to combat the virus.  

• Sexually transmitted disease: A person with an untreated sexually transmitted 

infection (STI) is, on average, six to 10 times more likely to pass on or acquire 

HIV during sex. An STI means there is more chance of broken skin or 

membranes allowing the virus to enter or leave the body. 

2.5.3 Diagnosis of HIV and AIDS 

Clinical diagnosis of AIDS is difficult, as detection of HIV is limited in the early stages 

of the infection. Usually, a patient is suspected of AIDS when patients exhibit certain 

symptoms and suffer from opportunistic infections. 

It is possible to detect the HIV antigen (the virus itself) during the period when there 

are high levels of circulating virus particles, but the period is short, and the level of 

antigen declines until it is undetectable. Antibodies in the blood are usually detected as 

evidence of the virus, as they are cheaper and easier to detect than the virus itself. 

This can only be done by the current tests at the end of the window period. The two 

primary blood tests are the enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) Test, and the 

Western blot assay used to confirm a positive ELISA test result. The accuracy of 
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diagnostic tests is measured according to sensitivity and specificity. High sensitivity 

indicates that the test is able to detect the presence of antibodies, i.e. minimizing false-

negative results. On the other hand, a test with high specificity identifies all negatives 

correctly, producing no false positives. There is a margin of error, so the tests must be 

selected according to the different purposes, and used in different combinations. There 

is currently no treatment for eradicating the virus, but the existing treatments are able to 

control virus replication causing a reduction in HIV virus load in the blood. Such 

treatments are a combination of different antiretroviral drugs, known as Highly Active 

Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART). 

This work seeks to use Data Mining technique to facilitate early detection of the disease 

and prevention of its spread. Prevention of its spread will go a long way in combating 

its menace. 

 

2.6   RELATED WORKS 

In order to identify gap in the domain of this work, a lot of literature search of previous 

works were carried out. This section discusses our findings.  

Harper and Shahani (2003), made an effort to develop a decision support system for the 

care of HIV and AIDS patients.  They developed a model that was intended for 

practical use to aid decision making. The model was developed to deal with complexity 

and uncertainty, variability and inadequate data. The modeling work involved 

collaboration between operational researchers and medical people to ensure that the 

result is a practical useful tool that can achieve maximum benefits. 

A suitable methodology of operational modeling for disease developed is illustrated in 

the figure 2.8 
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Fig: 2.8: Methodology of Operational Modeling 

 

 

 

Inputs for models                                                                                                                             

Routine data. Data from special studies. Medical knowledge. Expert opinion. 

 

                      Models take uncertainty and variability into account. 

 Descriptions of a 
community or a 
group of patients.E.g. 
age, sex, risk groups. 

Required resources 
and associated costs 

Natural history of disease 
(or diseases) 

Interventions such as screening, 
vaccination, treatment and socio-
economic actions  

Outputs from the models can evaluate a particular decision, a particular policy, or 
provide guidance for evolving good decisions or policies. Outputs in graphical, 
tabular or report forms could be,                                                                                        
For example:                                                  

• Use of resources over time 
• Costs of caring for patients 
• Numbers of patients in each disease state over time 
• Effects of interventions 
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A framework for operational modeling of diseases was adapted from (Shahani et al., 

1994). Within this flexible framework, patient groups, natural history, interventions and 

resources are linked together as necessary. 

The progress of infection overtime was modeled by defining suitable states, which may 

be experienced by a particular HIV infected patient. Such, states constitute the natural 

history of the disease. 

The following information were to make the model operational: 

• The length of stay of a patient in any disease state. 

• For each disease state, the set of possible states that a patient can transfer to. 

The simplest HIV natural history model is illustrated in figure 2.9.  

A patient will move through this model in a stepwise fashion that is, moving from left 

to right one step at a time. This model becomes operational once patient’s dwelling 

times in each of the HIV + and AIDS states have been defined and incorporated into the 

model (Brailsford, 1993). 

Interventions such as the provision of life-prolonging drugs, may be modeled through 

changes to the transition times between states, for example by increasing a patient’s 

dwelling time in the HIV + state before making the transition to AIDS. 

Operational modeling of infectious diseases began in the 1970s. But much of this early 

modeling was deterministic in nature where no provision for variability and uncertainty 

was made (Anderson et al., 1986, Islam Q, 1988). 

These models typically consist of a few disease states and sets of differential equations 

and can be solved exactly by mathematical means or numerical methods. Such models 

fail to capture the complexities of diseases like HIV that renders them useless in 

practice. 
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Fig. 2.9: A simple three state for HIV/AIDS progression. 
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They overcome variability by using average values, which although intuitively 

attractive when considering large communities, have the effect of significantly biasing 

results in an environment of non-linearity and variability. 

Unlike deterministic models, stochastic model provides a more accurate and realistic 

model by incorporating uncertainty and variability through the use of probabilities and 

random variables of HIV/AIDS modeling work, the necessary stochastic descriptions 

involve discrete states and continuous time.  Two stochastic processes have to be 

considered, namely Markov and Semi-Markov processes. 

Under the Markov hypothesis, the probability of a patient’s transition from one state of 

the HIV infection to the next state depends only on the current state occupied and not 

on the previous history. From a medical stand point, this Markov assumption is flawed 

since a patient’s medical history is likely to influence their future disease progression. 

In a Semi-Markov process, the transition from one state to a state is governed by the 

probability transiting and a random duration of occupying the first state before the 

transition to the next stage. A Semi-Markov process is a better description of the 

degenerative biological processes that follow HIV infection. 

The analytical solution of stochastic models presents a formidable challenge. Unless 

restricting   assumptions are applied, many stochastic models are impossible to solve 

analytically, numerical methods are needed for solving realistic stochastic models. 

However, a computer simulation need not make such stringent simplifying assumptions 

and is an ideal tool for modeling disease.  
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The aim of the simulation is the solution of a model that mimics the behaviour of a 

real-life system overtime. The developed simulation model was written using a three-

phase approach.  

The pioneering approach was developed by Tocher (1963) and it combined simplicity 

of the activity-based simulation approach with the efficiency of the event-based 

approach. The operational research group had a three-phase simulation shell called 

TOCHSIM (Hawkins, 1992) that consisted of skeleton procedures for handling the 

queues used to hold the calendar of events and entities in each state. Procedures to 

sample from various probability distributions were also included in their work. This 

work identified the strength and the weaknesses of the earlier method for management 

of HIV/AIDS. Such work includes deterministic modeling that can be solved by 

mathematical means or numerical methods. The advantages of stochastic models over 

deterministic models as well as the weaknesses of stochastic model were also 

identified. In addition the work proposed and developed a computer simulation model 

for a decision support system HIV/AIDS management which overcame the problem 

generated by deterministic and stochastic modeling. The operational computer model 

was used to predict the future numbers of patients and associated costs. This model is 

flexible, easy to use and is a useful tool that might aid decision making by clinicians 

and managers and thus helping the provisions of effective and efficient care to many 

HIV/AIDS patients. However the work is limited in that incidence is considered as an 

input to the system. With limited prevalence data, calculating the likely growth of the 

epidemic is difficult. The model also cannot extract hidden patterns for future decision 

making like in prediction of HIV/AIDS status and prediction of drug pattern. Otine 

(2012), developed a framework for adopting knowledge engineering in information 

system for monitoring HIV/AIDS patients. An open source approach was adopted due 
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to the resource constrained context of the study to ensure a cost effective and 

sustainable solution. The work focused on the developments of models for data 

warehouse and data mining for monitoring HIV/AIDS patients and antiretroviral 

therapy. The research also involved a situation analysis of HIV in healthcare, different 

health care information systems; it also covered the development of a knowledge base 

system, its simulation and testing.   

Data mining simulations was done on the data warehouse out of which two learning 

algorithms (regression and classification) were developed and tested using data from 

the data warehouse. The algorithms were used to predict viral load from CD4 count test 

figures and to classify cases of treatment failure. 

The work is an open source dimensional model for monitoring antiretroviral therapy 

that provided an architecture showing the integration of different knowledge 

engineering components like a data warehouse, data mining platform and user 

interaction.  It also provided a cost effective data mining model for HIV patient 

monitoring. 

Though this work proposed a cost effective data mining model for HIV patient 

monitoring the under listed were its weaknesses.  

• Performance accuracy of the model was not measured. 

• The model focused majorly on the monitoring of HIV/AIDS patients and the 

effectiveness of antiretroviral therapy. 

Our work took care measuring of performance accuracy. 

Lilly and Balalubramanle, (2009) proposed a Multi-Layer Feed Backward neural 

network(MLFB) model for medical decision support, implemented with back 
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propagation algorithm in HIV/AIDS Regimens. The work described the regimen 

specification for the HIV/AIDS patients based on the patient’s unique factors like age, 

weight, HB, CD4. Using the MLFB back propagation algorithm, the regimens 

specification for the patient was calculated to approximately predict how long the 

patient can prolong his/her life with these regimens. This model was trained with 200 

patient’s medical information as input and the regimens are the weights of the network. 

The network was adjusted with the threshold 0.001, so as to minimize error. The 

mapping and adjustment continued until all mapping example from the training set 

were learned. 

The work contributed immensely to the use of data mining technique for managing 

HIV/AIDS. However it did not take care of the issue of local minima depicted in figure 

2.10 during training time. Thus, there is no assurance of convergence to the right 

solution and the problem of over-fitting may arise. Our work addressed the issue of 

local minima while using back propagation algorithm. 

Manaswini et al (2011) developed a new method of Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) 

network to classify HIV/AIDS infected and non-infected status of individuals. In their 

work, seven features on the basis of patient’s unique factors like age, sex, weight, HB, 

CD4, CD8 and TB were used as input data. To determine the applicability and best 

performance of the MLP network, three different training algorithms like Back-

propagation, Levenberg-Marquardt and Bayesian Rule algorithms were employed to 

train the MLP networks. The result also significantly demonstrated the suitability of the 

MLP network for calculating and specifying the HIV/AIDS positive/negative status of 

the patient. 
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This work clearly showed the strength of MLP network in prediction using three 

algorithms and concludes with concrete results that the back-propagation algorithm 

provides the highest accuracy rates and can be used on the context of HIV/AIDS 

classification/prediction. It however did not take care of low convergence of back-

propagation which always lead to over-generalization and can make the results 

unreliable and undependable for classification/prediction 

Sibanda and Pretorius,(2012) reviewed different papers on Applications of Neural 

Networks in the Modeling of HIV Epidemic. Different work on the application of 

neural networks to the HIV Modeling was reviewed. It was highlighted that research on 

HIV modeling falls into four broad areas: 

a. Behavioural research 

b. Diagnostic research 

c. Vaccine research 

d. Biomedical research 

Most of the research publication reviewed in this work emanated from the four broad 

HIV research areas and will be presented in three categories namely: 

- Prediction 

- Classification 

- Function approximation 

This work highlighted the overview of Artificial Neural Network (ANN), types of 

neural networks and also shows a clear explanation on training a neural network. 

Our work falls within the prediction and classification categories. 
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Vararuk. et al (2008) proposed a model on Data mining techniques for HIV/AIDS data 

management. This work investigated, through the use of data mining techniques, 

patterns in HIV/AIDS patient data. These patterns can be used for better management 

of the disease and more appropriate targeting of resources. 

Design/methodology/approach used consists of a total of 250,000 anonymous records 

from HIV/AIDS patients in Thailand that were imported into a database. IBM’s 

Intelligent Miner was used for clustering and association rule discovery. 

Clustering was used to highlight groups of patients with common characteristics and 

also errors in data. Association rules identified associations that were not expected in 

the data. The model also allowed for the identification of symptoms that co-exist or are 

precursors of other symptoms. 

Originality/value – Identification of symptoms that are precursors of other symptoms 

can allow the targeting of the former so that the later symptoms can be avoided. This 

study shows that providing a pragmatic and targeted approach to the management of 

resources available for HIV/AIDS treatment can provide a much better service, while at 

the same time reducing the expense of that service. This study can also be used as a 

means of implementing a quality monitoring system to target available resources. This 

model however cannot be used for classification and prediction of HIV/AIDS. 

Larder, et al. (2008) described the application of ANNs for decision support in 

medicine. The model takes treatment change episodes (TCEs) and HIV drug resistance 

mutations as basic input variables to train ANN models. In conclusion, the authors of 

this paper define the reliability of ANN predictions for HIV patients receiving routine 

clinical care. The paper then compared the utility of ANN models to identify effective 

treatments for patients failing therapy with that of the rules-based methods currently in 
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use. They confirmed that ANN model gave better predictions and performance than 

that of rule-based methods. 

Dechao et al. (2009) compared three computational methods for the prediction of 

virological response to combination HIV therapy. HIV treatment failure is commonly 

associated with drug resistance and the selection of a new regiment is often guided by 

genotypic resistance testing. The interpretation of complex genotypic data poses a 

major challenge. In that regard the authors developed artificial neural network (ANN) 

models that predicted virological response to therapy from HIV genotype and other 

clinical information. The accuracy of ANN was compared with alternative modelling 

methodologies such as random forests (RF) and support vector machines (SVM). In 

conclusion, the researchers noted that RF and SVM models can produce predictions of 

virological response to HIV treatment that are comparable in accuracy to a committee 

of ANN models, however combining the predictions of different models further 

improved their accuracy.  

Lamer, et al. (2008) demonstrated the use of ANN trained using evolutionary 

computation to predict R5, X4, and R5X4 HIV-1 co-receptor usage. The results 

indicated identification of R5X4 viruses with predictive accuracy of 75.5%.  

Cai et al. (1998) studied the application of ANN method for predicting HIV protease 

cleavage sites in protein. The authors developed Kohonen’s self-organisation model. 

Kohonen’s self-organization neural network is a two-layer network. Output nodes are 

arranged regularly on a planar mapping grid. Each input node is connected to every 

output node via a variable connection weight. The self-organization model is well 

known for its low-dimensional topology-preserving mapping of high-dimensional 

patterns and stably evolving properties. The authors concluded that because of the 
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neural network’s superior ability in dealing with nonlinear problems such as predicting 

HIV protease cleavage sites with 92.06% accuracy in proteins it is quite reliable and 

thus could be helpful in finding effective inhibitors of HIV protease. 

Hatzakis, et al. (2005) studied the application of neural networks to the modelling of 

mortality and morbidity during loss of HIV T-Cell homeostasis. Multiple factors that 

may predict mortality of HIV patients include initial response to therapy, viral factors 

and host immune parameters. Due to the complexity of this problem, the authors 

developed feed-forward back-propagation neural networks to optimally evaluate 

outcomes of therapy and predict morbidity and mortality. The neural networks featured 

1 input, 1 hidden layer and 1 output layer over a sigmoid transfer function. Adaptive 

learning was used but not finally adopted since constant learning factor and momentum 

produced more accurate predictions. The maximum number of epochs was set at 100 

000. The model stopped its training process at the epoch where the difference of two 

consecutive R2 measurements satisfied the convergence criterion of 0.0001. The 

weights factors were selected accordingly, and were initialized through a random 

number generator. The accuracy of the neural networks was validated using Cox 

regression modelling (RM). The results of this research indicated that although neural 

network and Cox modelling were successful in predicting mortality, the neural network 

was superior in assessing risk in the studied population. The authors concluded that 

neural network based modelling can be at least as accurate as regression modelling in 

predicting morbidity and mortality that occurs in late stages of HIV infection following 

loss of T-cell homeostasis. This technique may prove useful in deciding when to initiate 

therapy, evaluate the response to anti-retroviral treatment and eventually in the 

prediction of morbidity and mortality. This study did not look into the issue of local 

minima.  
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Hatzakis and Tsoukas (2001) used neural networks for the assessment of HIV 

immunopathology. The study was primarily designed to assess the utility of neural 

networks for surrogate marker-based prediction modelling of HIV disease, evaluating 

the immune and virologic responses to HAART. A secondary objective of the study 

was to compare the performance of the NNs with multiple regression analysis-based 

modelling (MRM). Despite the documented ability of antiretroviral therapies to 

increase CD4 counts, the use of other surrogate markers in patient management is 

limited. The authors postulated that additional HIV-related surrogate markers might be 

used if effective analytical tools were available. The results demonstrated that the 

neural network was at least as accurate as a multi-regression model.  

Hatzakis et al. (2005) applied neural networks for a longitudinal assessment of the 

electronic antiretroviral therapy to determine response to HIV treatment. The 

relationship between treatment outcomes with disease markers and other contributing 

factors is complex. The authors developed ANN models based on Jordan-Elman 

networks to longitudinally follow viral surrogate markers together with demographics, 

biochemical and laboratory data to describe the drug-virus-host interactions in over 

4000 HIV adult patients. Authors concluded that these tools can be used in real-time 

context of prospective, longitudinal clinical trials of newer antiretroviral drugs.  

Herman et al. (1999) compared neural networks with five traditional methods for 

predicting creatinine clearance in patients with HIV infection. The 16 input variables 

were age, ideal body weight, actual body weight, body surface area, and the following 

blood chemistries: sodium, potassium, aspartate aminotransferase, red blood cell count, 

platelet count, white blood cell count, glucose, serum creatinine, blood urea nitrogen, 

and albumin. The only output variable was creatinine clearance. The ANN paradigm 

was a fully connected, three-layer, back-propagation algorithm with input, hidden, and 
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output layers. The hyperbolic tangent function was used as the neuron transfer function. 

The selected neural architecture was trained for 1000 epochs. The authors concluded 

that average percentage prediction error, bias, and precision were greatly improved 

with the ANN over other equations. The approach is easy to use and apply to different 

kinds of problems and the flexibility of neural networks makes them a promising 

alternative to established methods. 

Betechuoh et al (2008) used neural networks in an inverse configuration for the 

adaptive control of HIV status of individuals. In this work, a control mechanism to 

understand how demographic properties affect the risk of being HIV positive is 

implemented. The research aims to understand whether HIV susceptibility can be 

controlled by modifying some of the demographic properties such as education. A feed-

forward and inverse neural network comprising of 9 inputs and 1 output was 

constructed. A genetic algorithm was used to choose the optimal number of hidden 

units. The authors concluded that the proposed method is able to predict the educational 

level of individuals to an accuracy level of 88% if the HIV status of individuals and 

other demographic characteristics are known. It is thus possible to understand how the 

educational level of individuals can be modified to control the susceptibility of 

individuals to HIV contraction.  

This work though similar to ours only dealt with predicting educational level of 

individuals with HIV status and how educational level can be used to control the 

process of individuals contacting HIV.  

Loannidis et al. (1997) proposed the use of neural networks to model complex 

immunogenetic associations on the progression of HIV infection. Complex 

immunogenetic associations of disease involving a large number of gene products are 
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difficult to evaluate with traditional statistical methods and thus may require complex 

modelling. The authors evaluated the performance of feed-forward back-propagation 

neural networks in predicting rapid progression to acquire immunodeficiency syndrome 

(AIDS) for patients with HIV infection on the basis of major histocompatibility 

complex variables. Network performance was compared with that of logistic 

regression. This research concluded that neural networks could be trained to recognize 

genetic patterns in conjunction with associated clinical outcomes. Their performance in 

modelling these complex associations in a training set was superior to logistic 

regression models. This was attributed to the ability of neural networks to model very 

complex data, when trained adequately. 

Resino et al. (2011) studied the development of an artificial neural network to predict 

significant fibrosis in HIV/Hepatitis C (HCV) co-infected patients using clinical data 

derived from peripheral blood. Patients were randomly divided into an estimation group 

used to generate the ANN and a test group used to confirm its predictive power. The 

authors concluded that ANN technique is a helpful tool for guiding therapeutic 

decisions in the clinical practice of HIV/HCV co-infection. 

Pasomsub (2010) researched the application of artificial neural networks for the 

phenotypic drug resistance prediction. Although phenotypic resistance testing provides 

more direct measurement of antiretroviral drug resistance than genotypic testing, it is 

costly and time consuming. However, genotypic resistance testing has the advantage of 

being simpler and more accessible. The study applied artificial neural network (ANN) 

system to predict the HIV-1 resistance phenotype from the genotype. The results 

indicated that by using the ANN, within associated amino acid positions known to 

influence drug resistance for individual antiretroviral drugs, drug resistance was 

accurately predicted and generalized for individual HIV-1 subtypes.  
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Purwanto et al. (2011) studied the application of adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system 

for HIV/AIDS time-series prediction. Improving accuracy in time series prediction has 

always been a challenging task for researchers. Prediction of time series data in 

healthcare such as HIV/AIDS data has assumed importance in healthcare management. 

Statistical techniques such as moving average (MA), weighted moving average (WMA) 

and autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models have limitations in 

handling the non-linear relationships among data. In general, for complex healthcare 

data, it may be difficult to obtain high prediction accuracy rates using the statistical or 

AI models. In order to solve this problem the authors proposed a hybrid model such as 

adaptive fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to predict HIV/AIDS data. The results of this 

research indicated that the proposed model was superior to statistical and AI models. 

Kwak and Lee (1997) studied the application of neural networks to the classification 

and prediction of the health status of HIV/AIDS patients. Neural network modelling of 

HIV/AIDS issues involves the interaction of many diverse variables, whose 

relationships are often unclear and ill-defined. The study utilized the AIDS Cost and 

Services Utilization Survey (ACSUS), a longitudinal study of persons with HIV-related 

disease in which a combination of personal interviews and abstraction of medical 

records was used. The model developed was the three-layer back-propagation 

algorithm neural network. Input pattern had nine variables: race-white, race-black, 

race-hispanic, exproute-IDU, exproute-IDU with specific reasons, totipngt (total 

number of inpatient nights), totamv (total number of ambulatory visits), toterv (total 

number of emergency room visits), and totobs (total observation days).  

Tim and Marwala (2001) used computational intelligence methods for risk assessment 

of HIV. The design of the study consisted of two parts namely, use of neural networks 

trained using supervised learning on antenatal survey data to perform binary 
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classification and use of trained neural networks to produce inferred risk probability 

using Bayesian classification methods to estimate class conditional densities. An auto-

associative neural network was trained on complete datasets. 

Kim et al. (2010) explored an MLP-based feature subset selection for HIV-1 protease 

cleavage site analysis. In recent years several machine learning approaches have been 

applied to model the specificity of the human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) 

protease cleavage domain. The high dimensional domain dataset contains a small 

number of samples, which could misguide classification modelling and its 

interpretation. An appropriate feature selection can alleviate the problem by eliminating 

irrelevant and redundant features and thus improve prediction performance. In this 

regard the authors proposed a new feature subset selection method called FS-MLP that 

selects relevant features using multi-layered perceptron (MLP) learning. The method 

involved MLP learning with a training dataset and then feature subset selection using 

de-compositional approach to analyse the trained MLP. The experimental results 

indicated that the FS-MLP is effective in analysing multi-variate, non-linear and high 

dimensional datasets such as HIV-1 protease cleavage dataset. The authors concluded 

that the FS-MLP was a useful method for computational sequence analysis.  

This work only gave a general overview of the application of Neural Network to HIV 

modelling for prediction, classification and function approximation. No optimization 

Algorithm was used to avoid local minima during learning which can make any of the 

models to over train. Thus the accuracy or capability of prediction and classification 

was not evaluated 

Nelwamondo et al. (2007) developed a comparison of neural networks and expectation 

maximization techniques to study missing data using industrial power plant, industrial 
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winding process and HIV prevalence data. The authors compare two approaches to the 

problem of missing data estimation. The first technique used Maximum Likelihood 

(ML) and Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm while the second approach used a 

system based on auto-associative neural network and genetic algorithm (GA). The 

authors concluded that EM algorithm was more suitable and performed better in cases 

where there was little or no interdependency between the input variables, whereas the 

auto associative neural network and GA combination was suitable when there were 

inherent nonlinear relationships between some of the given variables. 

This work was on comparison of algorithms and did not address the issue of local 

minima. 

Lee and Park (2000) explored the application of neural networks to classify and predict 

the symptomatic status of HIV/AIDS patients. The purpose of the study was to apply an 

ANN to provide correct classification of AIDS versus HIV status patients. An ANN 

model was developed using publicly available HIV/AIDS data in the AIDS Cost and 

Services utilization survey (ACSUS).The authors concluded that an ANN model can 

facilitate planning, decision-making, and managerial control by providing hospital 

administration information. Like others, this work did not take of local minima 

problem. 

Insurge Jung et al. (2007) proposed a Pattern Classification of Back-Propagation 

Algorithm Using Exclusive Connecting Network. The objective of this work is the 

design of pattern classification model based on the Back-Propagation (BP) algorithm 

for decision support system. Standard BP model connects each node in the layers from 

input to output layers. Therefore, it takes a lot of computing time when doing pattern 

generation or training the network.  
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However, this model used exclusive connection in between hidden layer nodes and 

output nodes. The advantage of this is less number of iteration and better performance 

compare with standard back-propagation model. Some cases were simulated for 

classification data and different setting of network factors (for example, number of 

hidden layers and nodes, number of classification and iteration). During the simulation, 

it was found that most of simulations cases were satisfied by BP based using exclusive 

connection network model compared to standard BP. The algorithm developed can be 

used to identify user’s face, analyze and map data. The advantage of this model is less 

number of iteration and better performance compare with standard back-propagation 

model. The model is limited because it can converge to local minima. 

Lee et al. (2000) proposed an application of neural networks to classify and predict the 

symptomatic status of HIV/AIDS patients. The purpose of this study was to apply an 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to provide correct classification of AIDS versus HIV 

status patients. An ANN model was developed using publicly available HIV/AIDS. 

Input and output data were collected from AIDS Cost and Services Utilization Survey 

(ACSUS).The proposed model demonstrates which factors will affect classification of 

AIDS and HIV status. It also reinforces HIV/AIDS patient prevention and care 

planning and strategies to meet more appropriately health-care policy and regulations. 

In addition it provides decision-makers and policy-makers with more accurate 

information to allow them to implement better health-care systems. However the 

classification ability of the model was not evaluated. It did not make use of any 

optimization algorithm. 

Betechuoh et al. (2006) in their paper introduced a new method of analyzing HIV using 

a combination of auto encoder networks and genetic algorithms. The proposed method 

is tested on a set of demographic properties of individuals obtained from the South 
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African antenatal survey. The area under the Received Operating Characteristic (ROC) 

curve for the proposed auto encoder network model is 0.86 compared to 0.8 for the 

conventional feed forward neural network model. The auto-encoder network classifier 

model proposed yields an accuracy of 92%, when compared to conventional feed-

forward neural networks accuracy of 84%. The auto encoder network model for HIV 

classification, proposed in this paper, thus outperforms the conventional feed-forward 

neural network models and is a much better classifier. 

Betechuoh et al. (2008) compared computational intelligence methods to analyze HIV 

in order to investigate which network is best suited for HIV classification. The methods 

analyzed are auto-encoder Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), auto-encoder Radial Basis 

Functions (RBF), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Neuro-Fuzzy Models (NFM). 

The auto-encoder MLP yields the highest accuracy of 92% amongst all the models 

studied. The autoencoder RBF model has the shortest computational time but yields 

one of the lowest accuracies of 82%. The SVM model yields the worst accuracy of 

80%, as well as the worst computational time of 203s. The NFM yields an accuracy of 

86%, which is the second highest accuracy. The NFM offers rules, which gives 

interpretation of the data. The area under the ROC curve for the MLP model is 0.86 

compared to an area under the curve of 0.87 for the RBF model, and 0.82 for the neuro- 

fuzzy model. The auto-encoder MLP network model for HIV classification is thus 

found to outperform the auto-encoder RBF, SVM and NFM. 

The Human Immunodeficiency Virus / Acquired Immunodeficiency syndrome 

(HIV/AIDS) is only20 years old in India. Within this short period it has emerged as one 

of the most serious public health problems in the country, which greatly affect the 

socio-economic growth. The HIV problem is very complex and ill-defined from the 

modeling point of view. Keeping in the view the complexities of the HIV infection and 
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its transmission, it is difficult to make exact estimates of HIV prevalence. It is more so 

in the Indian context, with its typical and varied cultural characteristics, and its 

traditions and values with special reference to sex related risk behaviours.  

Therefore (Chaturvedi, 2005) developed a Neuro-Fuzzy dynamic model to estimate 

HIV on order to facilitate planning of HIV / AIDS prevention and control programs for 

the population of Agra region. The output generated was reliable. 

Otine et al. (2010) focused on dimensional modeling of HIV patient information using 

open source modeling tools. It aimed to take advantage of the fact that most affected 

regions by the HIVvirus are also heavily resource constrained (sub-Saharan Africa)but 

have large quantities of HIV data. Two HIVdata source systems were studied to 

identify appropriate dimensions and the facts were then modeled using two open source 

dimensional modeling tools. Use of open source reduced the software costs for 

dimensional modeling and in turn made data warehousing and data mining more 

feasible even for those in resource constrained settings but with data available. 

Nicole (2006) used the demographic and medical history information obtained from 

annual South African antenatal surveys to estimate the risk of acquiring HIV. The 

estimation system consists of a classifier, a neural network trained to perform binary 

classification, using supervised learning with the survey data. The survey information 

contains discrete variables such as age, gravidity and parity, as well as the quantitative 

variables such as race and location, as the inputs to the neural network. HIV status is 

the output. A multilayer perceptron with a logistic function is trained with a cross 

entropy error function, providing a probabilistic interpretation of the output. 

Predictive and classification performance is measured, and the sensitivity and 

specificity are illustrated on the Receiver Operating Characteristics. An auto-
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associative neural network is trained on complete datasets, and when presented with 

partial data, global optimization methods are used to approximate the missing entries. 

The effect of the imputed data on the network prediction is investigated. 

The results show that all neural network architectures produce similar results, but the 

neural networks trained with the Bayesian technique have marginally better accuracy 

and larger areas under the ROC curve. Estimation of the missing data did not affect the 

probabilistic output of the neural network classifier for single variable estimation, but 

was unsuccessful for predictions with multiple variable estimations. 

The works reviewed confirm the ability of various neural networks models to classify 

and predict more accurately than the traditional statistical methods. From literature, the 

researchers were also able to identify the appropriate variables required in modeling 

HIV/AIDS status. However the works mainly focused on classification and prediction 

without addressing the issue of local minima, low convergence, overtraining and 

overfitting. This thesis therefore seeks to bridge this gap in the following ways:  

1. Genetic Algorithm is embedded into MLP-ANN to train the MLP-ANN in order 

to avoid low convergence of Back-propagation of MLP-ANN. 

2. Genetic Algorithm is also used to avoid over-fitting and over-generalization of 

MLP-ANN Back-propagation based. 

3. The present study was compared with existing Data mining software (WEKA) 

to benchmark the classification and prediction performance of the developed 

model (NEGEM). 

4. Performance error metrics like Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mean 

Absolute Error (MAE), Recall and precision was also implemented in the model 
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to measure, the rate of classification and prediction accuracy, that is, the error 

rate of the model. 

Similar to works of Herman et al., 1999, Betechuoh et al. 2007 and Otine, 2012,     the 

model can also be used for prediction of HIV/AIDS status based on selected input 

variables or can be used to generate report on the trend of the viral load or CD4 count 

of each patient. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY  

3.0 Introduction  

This chapter presents data collection, data set design and transformation, as well as the 

architecture of Neuro-Genetic system. 

3.1 Data Collection  

The data used in this study were collected from selected tertiary, general hospital, and 

primary health care centers and non-governmental organizations in Nigeria. The data 

consists of about 20,000 records of patients who have undergone HIV/AIDS test, out of 

which about 16,000 tested positive and about 4,000 tested negative. Each patient went 

through tests from which several values were recorded. The data collection phase was 

carefully planned to ensure that the data collected are: 

• Sufficient 

• Real 

• Free from mistakes 
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3.2 The Data Set Design  

The data set consists of 14 input variables and one possible output variable HIV 

positive and HIV negative. The input variables represent the factors that affect the 

status of HIV/AIDS patients.  

The input variables used are: 

1. Patient id. 

2. State of origin 

3. Residential state 

4. Living status (dead/alive) 

5. Sex 

6. Age 

7. HIV type (HIV1/HIV2) 

1. Profession  

2. Mode transmission  

3. Symptoms  

i. Symptom 1 

ii. Symptom 2 

iii. Symptom 4 

iv. Symptom 5 

v. Symptom 6 

vi. Symptom 7 

vii. Symptom 8 

4. Eliza test 

5. CD4 count  

6. Viral load 

7. Qualification  

 

The output variable is HIV Status (positive/negative) 
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3.3 Data Transformation  

The data were transformed as shown in table 3.2 in a format that is acceptable to the 

implementation of multi-layer perception Neural Network Data mining Algorithm. Out 

of the 14 variables, part of the variables was majorly in the design of the input domain 

table. These were used for data transformation in the prediction of HIV status. 

Symptoms as a variable were further grouped into sub-symptoms which are illustrated 

in the input domain table and other relevant variables were included. While output 

domain table is grouped as either positive or negative. 

3.4 Data Collection Techniques   

The underlisted techniques were used in collecting the data. 

• Existing Documents 

Existing document containing historical data on HIV/AIDS patient were consulted as 

well as their laboratory tests. This data were transformed into acceptable format used 

by the Neuro-Genetic system developed.  

• Interview 

Doctors and the laboratory officers were also interviewed to extract information 

concerning the disease. 

3.5 The Data Set 

The data set was divided into three sets as stated below.  

1. training set – 70% 

2. Verification set – 10%  

3. Testing set – 20%  
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Table 3.1a Input Variable Table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

S/N Input Variable 

1 Patient id.  

2 State of Origin 

3 Residential State 

4 Living Status (Dead 

/ Alive) 

5 Sex 

6 Age 

7 HIV type 

(HIV1/HIV2) 

8 Profession 

9 Mode of 

Transmission 

10 Symptoms 

11 Eliza test 

12 CD4 count 

13 Viral load 

14 Qualification 
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Table 3.1b: Inputs Domain Table 

S/N Input variables Domain  

1 Symptom 1 0 

2 Symptom 2 1 

3 Symptom 3 0 

4 Symptom 4 1 

5 Symptom 5  0 

6 Symptom 6 1 

7 Symptom 7 0 

8 Symptom 8 1 

9 Eliza test 0 

10 CD4 count 1 

11 Viral load 0 

   

 

 

Table 3.2: Output’s Domain Table 

S/N Output variable Domain 

1 HIV positive / negative 1 / 0 
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3.5.1 Training Set 

The training set was used to enable the system to observe relationships between input 

data and the resulting output. This allowed the system to learn and develop a 

relationship between the input and expected possible output.  

During the training phase, the system adjusted its connection weight strength in favour 

of inputs that were most effective in determining a specific output. The weights were 

generated with random values for each run. 

The quantity of examples used to determine a weight adjustment is called epoch. The 

genetic algorithm was used to train the Multi-layer perceptron Neural Network system. 

 

3.6 NEGEM Architecture  

NEGEM architecture consists of four main units as depicted in figure 3.1 

• Data Base Management System 

• User Interface 

• MLP-ANN  GA based 

• Data Mining Engine 

The DBMS is the component of the NEGEM where knowledge is stored, organized and 

processed. The algorithm used to develop the data mining system is MLP-ANN- GA 

based. The GA was used to optimize weight in order to reduce the error generated 

during the training period which in turn helped to improve the prediction and 

classification accuracy. 
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The Data Mining Engine does the classification and prediction while the User Interface 

is the presentation view the user interacts with. It serves as the controller that shows the 

result of the prediction and classification. 

The Hierarchical Diagram depicted in figure 3.2 shows the major functions of the 

NEGEM while its context diagram is depicted in figure 3.3. 

The context diagram shows the top level function of the NEGEM. It shows the system 

relationship with outside entities. Whenever the system is to be used, the user supplies 

data to set up the topology and the system provide the classification/prediction result 

back to the user. The system also interacts with the database to obtain the test data and 

stored generated data back into the database. 

Figures 3.4 to 3.7 show how data moves from one part of the system to another. 

The user initiates the system by providing fresh data. 

The user sets the topology of the network by providing values for the number of layers 

in the network and the number of neurons in each layer. The provided values are stored 

in the database. This function is executed only when the network is trained.  

The user provides the necessary parameters needed for training the network. These 

parameters include learning rate, momentum, number of époques and number pattern. 

The system is trained using patterns that have been saved in the database. This function 

modifies necessary synaptic weights of the network. 
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Fig. 3.1: NEGEM Architecture 
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Fig. 3.2: Hierarchical Diagram  
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Fig. 3.3: Context Diagram 
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Fig 3.4 Level 0 DFD 
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Fig. 3.5: Level 1 DFD Process 1.0 
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3.7 Design Tools  

The designs tools used to develop the model are Entity Relationship and Use Case 

diagrams depicted in figures 3.8 and 3.9 respectively. 

 

3.7.1 NEGEM Neural Network  

There are several different neural network models that differ widely in function and 

applications. In this thesis, however feed-forward networks called multilayer 

perceptron neural network back propagation learning was employed. Genetic algorithm 

was used for training because of the rapid convergence to a local optimum of back 

propagation learning algorithm. 

A feed-forward neural network is a function that takes an input and produces an output. 

The structure of the neural network is illustrated in figure 3.10. 

This network consists of units or neurons or nodes (the circles) and hidden layers 

connections (the arrows). The number next to each connection called weight (wi) 

indicates the strength of the connection. Connections with a positive weight are called 

excitatory, while the ones with a negative weight are called inhibitory. 

The arrangement of neurons and connection is called the architecture of the network, 

which is also called the topology. 

This is a feed-forward network, because the connections are directed in only one way, 

from top to bottom. There are no loops or circles.  
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Fig. 3.6: Level 1 DFD Process 2 
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Fig. 3.7 Level 1 DFD process 3.0 
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Fig. 3.8: Entity Relationship Diagram 
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Fig. 3.9: Use Case diagram 
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Fig. 3.11: Information Processing in NEGEM Neural Network Unit 
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NEGEM network topology is a layered one because the nodes of each layer are not 

interconnected.  

Each node receives the weighted activation of other nodes through its incoming 

connections as depicted in figure 3.11. 

These weights are added up (summation) and then the result is passed through an 

activation function and the outcome is the activation of the node. For each of the 

outgoing connections, this activation value is multiplied with the specific weight and 

transferred to the next node. 

A few different threshold functions are used. The threshold function is non-linear 

otherwise the multilayer network becomes a one layer net. The most widely applied 

threshold function is the logistic sigmoid (Eq. 3.1a). 

 
 σ (x) =     1  (Eq. 3.1a)                                                                               
                                                                                    1 + e-x 
 

Sigmoid is the classical training algorithm for feed-forward neural networks. 

3.7.2 Back-Propagation Learning 

At the beginning the weights of the network are randomly set or otherwise predefined. 

The training is performed one pattern at a time. The training of all patterns of a training 

set is called an epoch. The training set is a representative collection of input-output 

examples. 

The following steps are used to develop the Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network 

Algorithm 

Identify the input and output features (variables). 
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• Transform the inputs and outputs so they are in a small range (-1 to +1). 

• Set up a network with an appropriate topology. 

• Train the network on a representative set of training as examples.  

• Use the validation set to choose the set of weights that minimizes the error. 

• Evaluate the network using the test set to see how well it performs. 

• Apply the model generated by the network to predict outcomes from unknown 

inputs.  

 

3.7.3 Neural Networks algorithm used to developed NEGEM are highlighted 

below 

The standard library routine that we adopted in developing NEGEM is stated below. 

The Back-Propagation Learning Algorithm is based on an error correction learning rule 

and specifically on the minimization of the mean squared error that is a measure of the 

difference between the actual and the desired output. As all multilayer feed forward 

networks, the multilayer perceptron’s are constructed of at least three layers (one input 

layer, one or more hidden layers and one output layer), each layer consisting of 

elementary processing units (artificial neurons), which incorporate a nonlinear 

activation function, commonly the logistic sigmoid function. 

The algorithm calculates the difference between the actual response and the desired 

output of each neuron of the output layer of the network. Assuming that yj(n) is the 

actual output of the jth neuron of the output layer at the iteration n and dj(n) is the 

corresponding desired output, the error signal ej(n) is defined as: 
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The instantaneous value of the error energy for the neuron j is defined as e2
j (n)/2 and 

correspondingly, the instantaneous total error energy Einst(n) is obtained by summing 

the neural error energy e2
j(n)/2 over all neurons in the output layer. Thus, 

 

 

In the above formula, j runs over all the neurons of the output layer. If N is  defined  to 

be the total number of training patterns that consist the training set applied to the neural 

network during the training process, then the average squared error energy Eav is 

obtained by summing Einst(n) over all the training patterns and then normalizing with 

respect to the size N of the training set. Thus, 

 

The instantaneous error energy Einst (n), as well as the average squared error energy Eav, 

is a function of all the free parameters of the network. The objective of the learning 

process is to modify these free parameters of the network in such a way that Eav is 

minimized. To perform this minimization, a simple training algorithm is utilized. The 

training algorithm updates the synaptic weights on a pattern-by-pattern basis until one 

epoch, that is, one complete presentation of the entire training set is completed. The 

correction (modification)  wji(n) that is applied on the synaptic weight wji (indicating 

the synaptic strength of the synapse originating from neuron i and directing to neuron 

j), after the application of the nth training pattern is proportional to the partial 

derivative ∂Einst(n)/ ∂wji. Specifically, the correction applied is given by: 
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In the above formula, η is the learning-rate parameter of the back-propagation 

algorithm. The use of the minus sign in (Eq. 3.4) accounts for the gradient-descent in 

weight-space, reflecting the seek of a direction for weight change that reduces the value 

of Einst(n). (Eq. 3.4) is the mathematical expression of the Delta Rule. The exact value 

of the learning rate η is of great importance for the convergence of the algorithm since 

it modulates the changes in the synaptic weights, from iteration to iteration. The smaller 

the value of η, the smoother the trajectory in the weight space and the slower the 

convergence of the algorithm. On the other hand, if the value of η is too large, the 

resulting large changes in the synaptic weights may result the network to exhibit 

unstable (oscillatory) behaviour. Thus a modification of the Delta Rule of (Eq. 3.4) was 

proposed, which includes a momentum term [46]: 

 

 

In the above equation, α is a positive number called the momentum constant. (Eq. 3.5) 

is called the Generalized Delta Rule and it includes the Delta Rule as a special case (α 

=0). To derive a formula for ∂Einst(n)/ ∂wji we apply the chain rule of calculus and we 

may express this gradient as: 
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Recalling that yj(n), is the output of the neuron j, which is generated by the application 

of the activation function φ on the total input υj(n), received by that neuron we have 

that: 

 

In the above equation φ’ denotes the first derivative of φ. Finally, to obtain a formula 

for the last right member of (Eq. 3.6) we recall that υj(n), is the total input received by 

that neuron j given by: 
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In the above formula, the local gradient δj(n) can be introduced, given by: 

 

According to the last equation, the local gradient δj(n) for the output neuron j is equal to 

the product of the corresponding signal ej(n) for that neuron and the derivative φj’(υj(n)) 

of the associated activation function. Thus, (Eq. 3.14) can be rewritten in terms of (Eq. 

3.15): 

 

In the case that the activation function φ is the logistic sigmoid function, its derivative 

φ΄ is given by: 
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In the above equation oj(n) is the actual output of the neuron j and dj(n) is the 

corresponding desired response. In the case that neuron j is in a hidden layer, the 

expression for local gradient is given by: 

 

In the above equation, k represents the neurons that receive via synaptic inputs the 

output of the neuron j. Using (Eqs. 3.18 and 3.19) we may calculate the local gradient 

δj(n) without requiring explicit knowledge of the activation function. 

The relations for the synaptic weight correction obtained above stand for the case that 

the training patterns are applied to the network in a sequential mode and the synaptic 

modifications adaptations given by (Eqs. 3.14 or 3.16) are applied after the application 

of each particular pattern. The presentation of the entire training set during the learning 

process is called an epoch. When the learning algorithm is applied on an epoch-by-

epoch basis as described above we say that the back-propagation algorithm is applied in 

sequential mode or pattern-by-pattern mode. In that mode, it is a good practise to 

randomise the order of presentation of the training examples from one epoch to the 

next. 
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A second mode of application of the back-propagation learning algorithm is the batch 

mode. According to the batch mode synaptic weight modifications are performed after 

the presentation of all the training examples that constitute the whole total training set. 

Following (Eqs. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) the average squared error is given by: 

 

For the case of the application of the back-propagation algorithm in batch mode, the 

Generalized Delta Rule for the correction of the synaptic weights is modified as 

follows: 

 

In the above equation is presented the synaptic modification from epoch to epoch (p 

denotes the epoch). According to (Eq. 3.21) in the batch mode the weight adjustment   

wji is made only after the entire training set has been presented to the network. 

The effectiveness of each one of these two different modes of application of the back- 

propagation algorithm depends on the nature of the problem under consideration. The 

sequential (pattern-by-pattern) mode requires less storing space per neural 

interconnection of the network and may converges faster than the batch mode in pattern 

classification problems where the patterns are stored in a large database. On the other 

hand the synaptic modification process in the sequential mode is difficult to be 

implemented in parallel.  

With respect to the convergence rate the back-propagation algorithm is relatively 

slow. This is related to the stochastic nature of the algorithm that provides an 
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instantaneous estimation of the gradient of the error surface in weight space. In the case 

that the error surface is fairly flat along a weight dimension, the derivative of the error 

surface with respect to that weight is small in magnitude, therefore the synaptic 

adjustment applied to the weight is small and consequently many iterations (époques) 

of the algorithms may be required to produce a significant reduction in the error 

performance of the network. 

In the alternative case, that the error surface is highly curved along a weight dimension, 

the resulting derivative is large in magnitude, so the synaptic modification. This may 

cause the algorithm to overshoot the minimum of the error surface, or become 

oscillatory. 

To overcome the difficulty that may arise from the slow convergence of the back-

propagation algorithm, four heuristics have been proposed, which can be used as 

guidelines for thinking about how to accelerate algorithm’s convergence. 

These four heuristics suggest that: 

a)  Every adjustable network parameter of the error function should have its own 

individual learning-rate parameter. 

 b)  Every learning rate parameter should be allowed to vary from one iteration to 

the next. 

c)  when the derivative of the error function with respect to a synaptic weight has 

the same algebraic sign for several consecutive iterations of the algorithm, the 

learning-rate parameter for the particular weight should be increased and  
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d)  When the algebraic sign of the derivative of the error function with respect to a 

particular synaptic weight alternates for several consecutive iterations of the 

algorithm, the learning-rate parameter for that weight should be increased. 

The use of a different and time-varying learning-rate parameter for each synaptic 

weight modifies the algorithm in a fundamental way. A modified algorithm, based on 

these four heuristics, performs in a way that the synaptic adjustments are mainly based 

on the partial derivatives of the error surface with respect to the weights and the 

estimation of the curvatures of the error surface at the current operating point rather 

than performing a steepest-descent search. 

All the proposed heuristics satisfy the locality constraint that is an inherited 

characteristic of the back-propagation algorithm. That limits the usefulness of the 

heuristics in cases that due to the nature of the error surface they do not work. 

Nevertheless, modifications of the back-propagation algorithm based on the heuristics 

are of practical meaning. Thus, two modified learning algorithms, which satisfy the 

criteria introduced by these four heuristics, have been proposed: the Delta-Delta 

Learning Algorithm and the Delta-Bar-Delta Learning Algorithm. The Delta-Delta 

Learning Algorithm introduces an individual learning-rate parameter for every free 

parameter of the network. According to that algorithm the synaptic modification is 

given by: 
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Thus, the learning-rate parameters are subject to modification form the application of 

one pattern to the next. In (Eq. 3.23) γ is a positive constant called control step-size 

parameter. From (Eq. 3.23) that provides the formula for the modification of the 

learning-rate parameters we can see that if the algebraic sign of the derivatives of the 

error function with respect to the synaptic weight remains the same in two consecutive 

iterations then the learning-rate modification parameter  η is positive and the 

corresponding learning-rate parameter is increased. Otherwise, η is decreased. 

Thus, the Delta-Delta Learning Algorithm satisfies the four proposed heuristics. The 

algorithm has the problem that in case that, the partial derivatives of the error function 

in two consecutive iterations have the same algebraic sign but small magnitudes, the 

(positive) learning-rate adjustment obtained using (Eq. 3.23) is very small. 

Additionally, if the partial derivatives of the error function in two consecutive iterations 

have opposite algebraic sign and large magnitudes then the (negative) learning-rate 

adjustment is large. 

To overcome this problem that is related to the convergence rate and the efficiency of 

the learning algorithm, it has been proposed the Delta-Bar-Delta Learning Algorithm 
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that introduces a modification on the formula that calculates the learning-rate parameter 

adjustment.  

According to the Delta-Bar-Delta algorithm the synaptic weight adjustment is given by 

the same formula (Eq. 3.22) that is also used in the case of the Delta-Delta algorithm, 

but the learning-rate parameter adjustment, is given by the following formula: 

In (Eq. 3.25) ξ is a positive constant. Sji is an exponential sum of the current and the 

previous partial derivatives of the error function with respect to the synaptic weight. If 

the parameters κ and β in (Eq. 3.24) are set to zero, then the learning rate parameters 

take a constant value, as in the original back-propagation algorithm. From (Eq. 3.24), 

providing the learning-rate parameters adjustment, it is obtained that the learning-rate 

parameters are linearly increased and exponentially decreased. The linear increase does 

not allow fast increase rates, whereas the exponential decrease denotes that the 

learning-rate parameters remain positive and are decreased fast. 

Because of the low convergence of the back propagation algorithm of the MLP-ANN 

during training, genetic algorithm was used to train MLP-ANN to improve 

classification/ prediction ability MLP-ANN. 

3.8 Genetic Algorithm Model 

Genetic algorithm was used to train MLP- ANN, because of the low convergence of 

neural network. The genetic algorithm steps used to develop the model are highlighted: 

1. Create an initial population of chromosomes. 

2. Evaluate the fitness or suitability of each chromosome that makes up the 

population.  
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3. Based on this fitness select the chromosomes that will mate or those that have 

the privilege to mate.  

4. Crossover or mate the selected chromosomes and produce offspring. 

5. Randomly mutate some of the genes of the chromosome.  

6. Repeat steps three through five until a new population is created. 

7. The algorithm ends when the best solution has not changed for a preset number 

of generations. 

 

The basic GA operators are crossover, selection and mutation as explained in section 

2.2.7.1 two. Fig. 3.12 illustrates the principle structure of a genetic algorithm. It starts 

with the random generation of an initial set of individuals, the initial population. 

The individuals are evaluated and ranked. Since the number of individuals in each 

population is kept constant, for each new individual an old one has to be discarded, in 

general the one with the worst fitness value. 

The two basic operators to generate new individual are mutation and crossover. During 

mutation, a couple of bits of the parameter string are flipped at random. Mutation may 

be applied to offspring produced by crossover or, as an independent operator, at 

random to any individual in the population. 
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Fig. 3.12: The Principle Structure of a Genetic Algorithm 
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Crossover simulates the sexual generation of a child, or offspring from two parents. 

This is performed by taking parts of the bit-string of one of the parents and the other 

parts from the other parent and combining both in the child. There are three basic kinds 

of crossover: one-point, two-point and uniform. These are briefly explained below 

One-point crossover: Both parent bit-strings are cut at the same point. So, the child can 

be generated by taken one part from each parent. Notice that the parts are not moved. 

Also, the randomly selected cutting point is independent from the actual meaning of the 

bits. One parameter of the bit string may be encoded in more than one bit, and its 

encoding cut in two pieces during crossover, thus resulting in a new value - different 

from either parent. 

Two-point crossover: Differs from the previous version merely in the point that two 

random cuts are made, so three pieces have to be put together in order to produce an 

offspring. 

These two are the two original crossover operations. The third one, uniform crossover 

is suggested in [Syswerda, 1989].  

Parent 1: 001010011 0101001010101110 

Parent 2: 010101110 1010101101110101 

Child:  001010011 1010101101110101 

One-Point Crossover 

Parent 1: 001010011  01010010 10101110 

Parent 2: 010101110  10101011 01110101 

Child:  001010011  10101011 01110101 

 Two-Point Crossover 
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During a generation a fixed number of crossovers and mutations are performed. 

The selection of individuals for cross-over and mutation is biased towards good 

individuals. 

In the classical fitness-based roulette-wheel, the chance of an individual to be selected 

is based on its relative fitness in the population. 

3.8.1 Detail Description of the Genetic Algorithmic process 

The standard tool box for genetic algorithm indicates that the initial random population 

of GA proceeds to create new members of the population (which progressively replace 

the old members) using genetic operators, typically mutation, crossover and inversion, 

modeled on their biological analogs. 

Let strings be represented as 

a1a2a3...al       [ai= 1 or 0]. 

Using this notation we can describe the operators by which strings are combined to 

produce new strings. It is the choice of these operators which produces a search 

strategy that exploits to adapted sets of structural components already discovered. 

Holland uses three such principal operators Crossover, Mutation and Inversion. 

In crossover one or two cut points are selected at random and the operation is used to 

create two children. A variety of control regimes are possible but we used the simplest, 

viz. select one of the children at random to go into the next generation. Children tend to 

be ’like’ their parents so that crossover can be considered as a focusing operator which 

exploits knowledge already gained, its effects are quite quickly apparent. 
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Crossing over proceeds in three steps. 

a) Two structures a1...al and b1...blare selected at random from the current 

population. 

b) A crossover point x, in the range 1 to l-1 is selected, again at random. 

c) Two new structures 

i. a1a2...axbx+1bx+2...bl 

ii. b1b2...bxax+1ax+2...al 

are formed. 

Crossing over continually introduces new schemata for trial whilst testing extant 

schemata in new contexts. It can be shown that each crossing over affects a great 

number of schemata. 

The design of the crossover operator is strongly influenced by the nature of the 

representation.  

• Change the representation. 

• Modify the crossover operator. 

• Or Effect ’genetic repair’ on non-tours which may result. 

 

In mutation an allele is altered at each site with some fixed probability; thus the number 

of genes altered in a mutation of a long string will be according to a Poisson 

distribution. Mutation disperses the population throughout the search space, so it might 

be considered as an information gathering or exploration operator. Search by mutation 

is a slow process analogous to exhaustive search. 

Each structure a1a2...al in the population is operated upon as follows. Position x is 

modified, with probability independent of the other positions, so that the string is 

replaced by   

                        a1a2...ax-1 z ax+1...al 
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Where z is drawn at random from the possible values. If p is the probability of mutation 

at a single position then the probability of h mutations in a given string is determined 

by a Poisson distribution with parameter p. Mutation is a ’background’ operator, 

assuring that the crossover operator has a full range of alleles so that the adaptive plan 

is not trapped on local optima. 

Before inversion we can explain the effects of inversion we have to modify the string 

representation to be order free. This means that the order of alleles in the string should 

not have any effect on the genotypical information contained within the string. It turns 

out that without such an order-free representation, inversion would be nothing more 

than a brutal mutation. 

We can create an order-free representation by redefining alleles as ordered pairs (ai, 

Pi), in which Pi is an integer,1 _ Pi _ l, and Pi denotes the position of the allele aiin the 

canonical (i.e. standard) representation. Thus, for example, the string 

    (a1,2)(a2,4)(a3,1)(a4,3), 

in this new representation, maps to the canonical string 

    a3a1a4a2 

in the original representation. For any string, (P1,P2,...,Pl) is a permutation of (1,2,...,l). 

Considering the ordered pairs as units, inversion acts as follows. For some randomly 

selected positions x < y in the string we perform the transformation 

(a1, P1)(a2, P2)... (al, Pl) 

-->(a1,P1)...(ax, Px)(ay-1,Py-1)(ay-2,Py-2)...(ax+1,Px+1)(ay, Py)...(al, Pl) 
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Thus the effect of an inversion is to reverse the order of the ordered pair alleles between 

x+1 and y-1. 

This has no effect whatsoever on the genotypical information (i.e. the individual 

produced by this new string is identical to the individual produced by the original 

string). Inversion by itself can accomplish nothing. Then what is the point of inversion? 

Before answering this question we need to describe how crossover operates with the 

new order-free representation. (Mutation acts just as before - changing the value of ai 

and having no effect on the associated Pi.) 

As previously stated, the ordered pair alleles (ai, Pi) are treated as indivisible units and 

the cut point(s) for crossover are always chosen between ordered pairs. To perform a 

crossover on the new representation we rearrange the second parent so that it is 

homologous to the first parent, literally this means the two strings now have ’the same 

shape as illustrated below. 

Example of an Homologous crossover 

Suppose the two strings re 

Parent 1: (a1,3)(a2,1)(a3,2)(a4,4) 

Parent 2: (b1,2)(b2,3)(b3,4)(b4,1) 

We first re-arrange the second string so that the second component in each ordered pair, 

that is,   the ’position indicators line up with those in the first parent. 

Parent 1: (a1,3)(a2,1)(a3,2)(a4,4) 

Parent 2: (b2,3)(b4,1)(b1,2)(b3,4) 

The second string is now homologous to the first. Now suppose the cut-point is taken at 

the second position. Then a possible child is: Child 1: (a1,3)(a2,1)(b1,2)(b3,4) 
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3.8.2 Description of the Neuro-Genetic Algorithm (NEGEM) 

The Neuro-Genetic Algorithm that was used to develop the model, named NEGEM is 

illustrated below. In this algorithm, Back propagation algorithm is replaced with 

genetic algorithm coded in C-Sharp Programming Language for training the model. 

Step 1:  Generation of initial variables. 

Step 2:  Generation of MLP-ANN 

Step 3:  Training  

Step 4:  Pattern extraction  

Step 5:  Evaluation  

Step 6:  Ranking 

Step 7:  Selection  

Step 8:  Crossover 

Step 9:  Mutation  

Step 10: Go to step 1 until a reliable result is reached and the error is within the 

limit specified  

This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.12 

 

3.9 PERFORMANCE MEASURES  

The overall performances of the models were evaluated by some forecasting accuracy 

measures. The following performance measures were used in the study. 

(a) MEAN SQUARE ERROR (MSE) 

The mean square error is simply two times the average cost. 
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The formula is:  

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =
∑ ∑ (𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)2𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=0
𝑃𝑃
𝑖𝑖=0

𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒
     (Eq. 3.24) 

Where  

 P = number of output processing elements.  

N = number of exemplars in the data set.  

Yij = Network output for exemplar i at processing element j.  

dij = desired output for exemplar i at processing element j.  

 

(b) ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR (RMSE) 

The root mean square error (RMSE) is used to measure the differences between values 

predicted by a model (or an estimation) and the values actually observed. RMSE is a 

good measure of accuracy. The individual differences are called residuals, and RMSE 

serves to aggregate them into a single measure of predictive power. RMSE is also the 

square root of mean square error. 

RMSE (𝜃𝜃�) = �𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝜃𝜃� 

               = �𝑀𝑀(�̅�𝜃 − 𝜃𝜃)2      (Eq. 3.25)  

 RMSE (𝜃𝜃1,𝜃𝜃2)= �𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝜃𝜃1𝜃𝜃2)     (Eq. 3.26) 

= �𝑀𝑀(�̅�𝜃 − 𝜃𝜃)2 

       = �∑ =(𝑒𝑒1𝑖𝑖−𝑒𝑒2𝑖𝑖)2𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑛𝑛
 

 In computational neuro science, the RMSE is used to assess how well a system leans a 

given model.  
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(c) MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR 

The mean absolute error (MAE) is a quantity used to measure how close forecasts or 

predictions are to the eventual outcomes. The mean absolute error is given by 

MAE = ∑ |XE  - XP|/N     (Eq. 3.27) 

Where 

XE= Expected output 

XP = prediction or Network output 

N = Total number of Records e.g.  12,669 

The mean absolute error is a common measure of forecast error in time series analysis, 

where the terms "mean absolute deviation" is sometimes used in confusion with the 

more standard definition of mean absolute deviation. Precision is the fraction of 

retrieved instances that are relevant. This is given as:  

Precision = TP/(FP +TP)      (Eq. 3.28) 

While 

Recall is the fraction of relevant instances that are retrieved. 

Recall = TP/ (FN + TP)      (Eq. 3.29) 

PERCENTAGE ACCURACY  

Percentage correctly predicted 

 = (Tp + TN)/ (Fp + Tp + FN + TN) x 100  (Eq. 3.30) 

Percentage correctness PC is: 

 PC =    Number of correct samples             x 100  (Eq. 3.31) 
           Total number of predicted samples 
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NEGEM was developed by embedding GA into multilayer perceptron algorithm in 

order to achieve rapid convergence to a global optimum during training of the network 

so as to increase the classification and prediction ability of the neural network 

architecture used. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

IMPLEMENTATION, RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Implementation Techniques 

Hardware & Software Requirement 

The following software and hardware were used: 

• NEGEM data model 

• Microsoft SQL server 2008 

• Microsoft Excel 

• Microsoft  Visual Studio 2010 

• Microsoft Windows 7 

 

NEGEM was developed and custom made for HIV classification/prediction. It 

serves  as the front-end of the application in which the user interacts with. It has the 

capacity to handle millions of HIV related data. NEGEM was built to predict HIV 

status of the patient using back propagation approach optimized with Genetic 

Algorithm. 

Microsoft SQL server 2008, a relational database management system as a back-

end of the application which has the capacity to handle very large data was employed 

as its data store. Microsoft SQL server 2008 is very efficient and flexible and allows for 

proper reporting and data analysis. Storage capacity is one of its strength; it can store 

data of unlimited sizes and also support unlimited concurrent database connections. 
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Building query with Microsoft SQL server is very easy. So querying the database 

management system from NEGEM is a function of querying the database with normal 

Structure Query Language and a little bit of Transact SQL. 

Some of the data from the Microsoft SQL server 2008 were exported to Microsoft 

Excel for further analysis and reporting. 

Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 was used for the development environment because it 

has a very rich Graphical User Interface for building complex applications.  Also it has 

a very strong code intelligence which makes programming easy and more effective.  

Visual Studio 2010 allows for multiple languages to run on a single platform via .NET 

framework. 

Implementation technique 

The neuro-generic knowledge prediction system is implemented using a custom built 

classification/prediction model called NEGEM.  

 

4.2 Implementation Steps 

• Create two connectors:  Input-Layer and Hidden-Layer [Sigmoid Layer], 

Hidden-Layer Input-Layer[Sigmoid-Layer] respectively.  

• Initialize the GA with crossover of 50%, mutation rate of 1%, population size of 

12000, epoch length of 2, 000 iterations, and the number of weights which is 

addition of all SynapseCount * 2.  

• Make the one that match the exact number of weights to be used in our neural 

network. Since our network consists of 3 layers (input, hidden, and output) with 

14 neurons at the input layer, 1 neuron in the hidden layer, and 1 neuron in the 
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output layer, a fully connected neural network would require addition of all 

Synapse Count connections.  

• Double the bias values.  

• After the genetic algorithm finishes its evolution epochs, we pick the best result 

from the final population and assign its weights to a neural network. This gives 

us the best brain for the AND function. We then run the same test code to try 

the brain out. 

This procedure is depicted in figure 4.1 through figure 4.10 

4.3 Model Results and Discussion  

In the development of Neuro-Genetic Algorithm Model (NEGEM), the number of 

hidden layer was varied between the input and output layer in order to select the model 

that fits multilayer perceptron networks chosen for the study. The multilayer perceptron 

was combined with Genetic Algorithm using delta learning Algorithms to implement 

multilayer neural network. Genetic Algorithm was used to train the neural network. 

Genetic Algorithms was used to optimize weights during training, to avoid overfitting 

and low convergence speed and over generalization of the network.  

Different multilayer networks were simulated with different hidden layers, 

mutation at 1%, 50% crossover, 2000 epochs in Genetic Algorithm were used to avoid 

premature convergence to a local optimum. The network output (predicted output) and 

expected output were determined to check the predictability and classification strength 

of the model. The learning performance were then measured  based on the Mean 

Square Error (MSE), The Root Mean square Error,   Percentage  Accuracy of the 

predicted  and classification value of the developed model. The results of the different 

models are shown in Tables 4.1 to 4.6 
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Fig. 4.1: Visual Studio Implementation screen shot 
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Fig. 4.2: Visual Studio Tool Box 
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Fig. 4.3: Raw data in excel/ Microsoft Excel 2007 Application Window 
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Fig. 4.4:  Prepared data in excel ready for training the model /Sample dataset ready for 

training 
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Fig. 4.5: Sample patient data 
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Fig. 4.6:  Classification/Prediction window 
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Fig. 4.7: Demographic/Statistical Window 
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WEKA Interfaces  

 

Fig. 4.8: HIV/Aids Patient Window  
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 Figure 4.9: Dataset Loading using WEKA Explorer 
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Figure 4.10: Parameter Settings for Function Classifier with Multilayer Perceptron 
(Hidden Layer 1,2,3) 
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4.3.1 Model Performance  

 

Table 4.1 Settings of system parameters. 

Parameters   value 
Population size test data  100 
Mutation     1% 
Crossover    50% 
Epochs    2000 iterations 
Network layer   3 layers 

- 8 Input layer 
- 3 Hidden layer 
- 1 Output layer 

Number of weights  12 variable weights 
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Table 4.2: Model performance with 1 hidden layer on the transformed data 

Parameters Value 

Hidden layer One 

Mean square error 2.01 x10-9 

Root Mean Square Error 2.9 x 10-16 

Percentage correctness of the predicted value  98.0% 

Percentage incorrectly predicted value  2% 
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Table 4.2 shows that the model performance with one hidden is a strong network for 

the prediction of HIV patient’s status because it generated a lower Root mean Square 

error and the percentage Accuracy of 98% shows a better and efficient predicted value.  

The model performance with 2 hidden layer shows also a better performance with low 

Root Mean Square Error and high percentage but not as 1 hidden layer, this still reflects  

that the model with 2 hidden layer still predict accurately but not as accurate as 1 

hidden layer. 

The model performance with 3 hidden layers shows a higher root mean square error 

than the first and two hidden layers. 

 

4.3.2 Model Performance with 3 Hidden Layer on the Transformed Data 

The model performance with 3 hidden shows a higher Root Mean Square Error and less 

percentage accuracy than the one, two, and three hidden layers. 

4.3.3 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) performance. 

The root mean square error (RMSE) is the one of the best error performance measure 

metrics. Table 4.2, Table 4.3, and Table 4.4give the root mean square error (MSE) as a 

function of the number of the hidden layer 1, 2, 3 and respectively for the network 

models. 

The goal of changing  the hidden layers is to arrive at the least Root Mean Square Error 

as possible and it can be observed from the Table 4.2  Table 4.3 Table 4.4  and table 4.2 

for 1 hidden layer was the best model with 98% correctly predicted output and lowest 

ROOT MEAN SQUARE  ERROR (RMSE) of 2.9 x 10-16. 
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Table 4.3: Model performance with two hidden layer on the transformed data. 

Parameters Value 

Hidden layer Two 

Mean square error 0.004 

Root Mean Square Error 9.87 x 10-15 

Percentage correctness of the predicted 

value 

97% 

Percentage incorrectly predicted value 3% 
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Table 4.4:  Model Performance with 3 Hidden Layer on the Transformed Data 

Parameters Value. 

Hidden layer Three 

Mean square error 0.005 

Root Mean Square Error 7.0 x 10-8 

Percentage correctness of the predicted value 90.0% 

 

Percentage incorrectly predicted value 10% 
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Table 4.5  Overall Neuro-Genetic Model Prediction and Classification Result. 

Number 

hidden layer 

Training RMSE  % correctly predicted 

output  

% incorrectly 

predicted output 

1 2.9 x 10-16 98% 2% 

2 9.87 x 10-15 97% 3% 

3 7.0 x 10-8 90% 10% 
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The prediction/ classification results using Neuro-Genetic Algorithm model for HIV 

/AIDS patients generated different percentage accuracies and different forecast error 

rate respectively by varying the hidden layers as shown from table 4.5 summarized 

above, it can be observed that 6 percentage correct prediction and classification for 1 

hidden layer is 98% was the best with the lowest root mean square error of 2.9 x 10-16. 

 

It is also observed from table 4.6 that 3 hidden layer network recorded the 

highest mean MSE when compared with other hidden layers. This could be a good 

indication that the network did not fully learn the problem with only 3 hidden layers 

and it could also indicate that the problem being solve is not linearly separable. Varying 

the number of hidden layer resulted in significant improvement in the minimum mean 

(MSE) as can be seen from table 4.5 and table 4.6 and can also be that the mean MSE 

for 1 and hidden layers has the lowest mean square error (MSE). 
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Table 4.6  Neuro Genetic Mean Square Error Rate Performance 

Hidden layer   MSE 

1 0.0000009 

2 0.04 

3 0.005 
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Even from the mean square error table, it is also observed that 1 hidden layer network 

model recorded the least forecast error rate, which still shows that network model with 

1 hidden layer shows a better performance in its prediction ability. 

4.3.4 Mean Square Error Performance 

Thus the models with hidden layer 1 have the least mean square error (MSE) of 

0.000009 and root mean square error rate of 2.9 x 10-16 (RMSE) recorded  by the 

model. From table 4.2, to 4.6 it can be seen that the different hidden layers were used 

and percentage accuracies were also varied up till 3 hidden layers, and root mean 

square error also varies. The minimum root mean  square error (RMSE) for 1, 2, and 3 

hidden layers networks are 2.9 x 10-16, 9.87 x 10-15, 7.0 x 10-8 and respectively. 

Combining these results, the model of 1 hidden layer has the least root mean 

square error of 2.9 x 10-16 followed by RMSE of 9.87 x 10-15 respectively as shown in 

table 4.5 

High root mean square error (RMSE) were recorded by the models with 3 hidden layer 

while the model with 1 hidden layer recorded the least error of 9.87 x 10-15 of RMSE 

and 0.00000091 (MSE), therefore it has the best generalization capability, so multilayer 

perception neural network genetic based with 1 hidden layer was the best model 

selected for the study. 

4.3.5 Learning Curves 

The plot of RMSE across hidden layers is shown below to illustrate the performance of 

the model.  

The details of results of the model that emerge the best in each hidden layers (hidden 

layers 1,2, 3) including their learning  curves  
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Fig. 4.11   Graph of NEGEM Model  
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From the graph above it shows that one hidden layer has the least root mean square 

error  compared to the error rate generate by the other hidden layers which shows that 

Neuro Genetic Model with one hidden layer was the best model selected for the study 

Fig. 4.12 shows a graph of hidden layer versus percentage of correctly predicted output 

which shows that the percentage accuracy of NEGEM varies as the number of hidden 

layer changes. It also shows that one hidden layer has the highest percentage accuracy, 

so NEGEM with one hidden layer is the best model.  

Figure 4.13 shows a graph of hidden layer versus percentage of incorrectly predicted 

output. This shows that the percentage of incorrectly predicted output of NEGEM also 

varies as the number hidden layer changes. From above it is revealed that NEGEM with 

one hidden layer has the least incorrectly predicted output. So, NEGEM with one 

hidden layer is the best model for the study.     
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Fig. 4.12 NEGEM graph of hidden layer versus percentage correctly Predicted output                       
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Fig. 4.13 Graph of percentage incorrectly predicted output versus hidden layers 
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4.4 Model Selection 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results analyzed. The 

performance of the 1 hidden layer is very impressive, because it generated a lower 

forecast error in its prediction value, with high percentage correctly predicted value, in 

the training set. It shows that it has a good generalization capability and it does not 

overfit as it is observed in the values of RMSE and MSE, generated by the model. 

Neural network researchers have shown that too many weights lead to poor 

generalization. This is also confirmed from the increase in the value of RMSE’s as the 

number of hidden layers (number of weight) increases. The good performances 

recorded in the training set by 1- hidden layer and 2 hidden layer models are a result of 

good training.  This is clearly indicated by small error of 2.9 x 10-16 that was achieved 

with 1 hidden layer followed by 9.8 x 10-15 and 7.0 x 10-8 with 2 hidden layers models 

respectively. 

 

4.5 Results of Prediction, Classification and Accuracy of Result of NEGEM 

When the performance of the network was gauged using the test data sample. The 

result of table 4.7 was obtained. 
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Table 4.7: The predicted output and expected output for NEGEM 

Expected output Actual network 

Output 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

1 0 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 
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1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
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The percentage correctness is: 

 PC =    number of correct samples  x 100 

  Total number of predicted sample 

 

                =     44/45 x 100  

 =     97.777 

From the result of the study, the percentage accuracy for correctly predicted output is 

about 98.0% and percentage incorrectly predicted output is about 2% for 1 hidden 

layer. This shows that the Neuro-genetic algorithm (NEGEM) model performs 

excellently in the prediction of HIV/AIDS patient status with one hidden layer. 
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Table 4.8Percentage Correctness for Prediction Output 

Hidden layer  %correctness % incorrectness 

1 98.0% 2% 

2 97% 3% 

3 90% 10% 
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Table 4.8 shows that the percentage of correctly predicted output for all the hidden 

layers is much higher than incorrectly predicted output. This shows a good prediction 

capability. 

 

4.6 Analysis of results of Multilayer Perception Using WEKA Data Mining 

Tool 

WEKA Data mining tools were used for the same training data used in NEGEM model. 

Tables 4.9to 4.10 and figure 4.12show the analysis of WEKA’s results  
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Table 4.9 Performance of the MLP- WEKA Model 

Hidden layer Root mean squared error(RMSE) 

1 0.003 

2 0.0008 

3 0.137 
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Performance of MLP-WEKA Model for One Hidden Layer. 

Perimeters        Value 

Mean absolute error      0.0022 

Root mean squared error     0.003 

Relative absolute error      0.47 
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Table 4.10 Performance of the MLP-WEKA Model for 2 Hidden Layer 

Parameters Value 

Mean absolute error 0.0008 

Root mean square error 0.0008 

Relative absolute error 0.1582 
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The mean absolute error is the same as root mean square error which is the same value 

recorded in table 4.10. 

Fig. 4.14 shows the MLP-WEKA graph of hidden layer versus RMSE which also 

shows that the RMSE varies as the hidden layer changes. It shows that WEKA recorded 

a higher Root mean square root compared with NEGEM 

4.6.1 Percentage accuracy of MLP-WEKA 

The percentage predicted accuracy of WEKA classifier recorded a constant 

value in one, two and three hidden layers which shows a serious over-fitting in its 

predicted value, this is because WEKA did not implement genetic algorithm (GA) an 

Optimization algorithm. GA has a good fitness function that avoids low convergence 

speed and over-fitting. GA also has global optimization strength during training which 

helps in minimizing weights generated that cause low convergence speed common with 

ordinary multilayer perception neural network.  

The percentage accuracy of NEGEM is 98% which indicates a strong accuracy 

in prediction and classification value of NEGEM compared to WEKA that over-fits in 

its percentage accuracy of the predicted output. 
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Fig. 4.14 Graph of MLP-WEKA Model 
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Table 4.11: The expected value and the predicted network value of the MLP- WEKA 

Expected value Predicted Network Value 

1 0 

1 0 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0. 

0 0. 

1 0 

1 1 

0 1 

0 0 

1 1 
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4.7 Comparative Analysis of NEGEM and WEKA Results 

The Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) Data mining software 

containing a number of the state – of – the art learning algorithms was used to    

benchmark  the capability of NEGEM. It was found out that NEGEM outperforms 

WEKA. The results are recorded in Tables 4.12 to 4.16 

From the table 4.12, NEGEM records low Mean Absolute Error in all the hidden layers 

than WEKA which shows that it’s predictive / classification accuracy is higher than 

WEKA which records higher MAE. 

From table 4.13, the recall value of NEGEM for all the one, two and three hidden 

layers records positive range for prediction accuracy which is between 0 and less than 1 

while WEKA over-trains in it recall value.   

Table 4.14 shows that the precision value of NEGEM gives a better performance in 

prediction/classification based on the accuracy acceptable range of precision 

performance which is the range of 0 and less than 1 than WEKA. 

From table 4.15, NEGEM shows a better performance in percentage in percentage 

accuracies than WEKA in all the 3 hidden layers. This indicates that NEGEM 

outperform WEKA. 
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Table 4.12 Mean Absolute Error Performance Measure 

Hidden layer NEGEM NEGEM  WEKA 

1 0.0009 0.001 

2 0.00 0.001 

3 0.00030 0.0007 
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Table 4.13 Recall Performance Measure 

Hidden Layer NEGEM WEKA 

1 0.98  1.0 

2 0.001 1.0 

3 0.98 1.0 
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Table 4.14Precision Performance Measure 

Hidden layer NEGEM WEKA 

1 0.96 1.0 

2 0.96 1.0 

3 0.98 1.0 
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Table 4.15 Mean Class Range Percentage Performance of WEKA 

Hidden Layer NEGEM WEKA 

1 98% 50% 

2 97% 50% 

3 90% 50% 
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Table 4.16: Comparative Performance of Neuro-Genetic Model (NEGEM) and MLP 

       WEKA 

Hidden layers NEGEM (RMSE) WEKA ( RMSE) 

1 2.9 x 10-16 0.001 

2 9.87 x 10-15 0.0008 

3 7.0 x 10-8 0.137 
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Fig. 4.15 Comparative Graph Of Error Performance Rate Of  Negem Versus Mlp-Weka 
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From the Fig.4.15 and Table 4.16, NEGEM model outperforms MLP- WEKA data 

mining tool in that NEGEM for ONE hidden layer recorded a lower root mean square 

error (RMSE) of 2.9 x 10-16 while ordinary multi-layer perception implemented in 

WEKA recorded RMSE of 0.001 for one hidden layer.  From table 4.16  and the figure 

4.13 RMSE of 1, 2, 3 hidden layers of NEGEM recorded very low predicted error rate 

compared to the RMSE of WEKA which recorded a higher RMSE in all the 1,2, and 3 

hidden layers. 

4.8  Implementation of Neuro-Genetic Model 

When the application starts it creates main window named Neuro-Genetic 

[NEGEM] as shown Screen Shot Topology below. The window contains the main 

menu of the application. To use the Neuro-Genetic model, the user has to open the 

operation menu by clicking on it. The user is expected to train the network before it can 

predict. Training the network has to do with setting up the topology and parameters. 

After the user has filled all expected values for the algorithm, automatically, a screen 

shot comes up to inform the user about the success of the training and if he want to test 

the system. The test button becomes enabled. The screen shot shows the result of the 

training that has been carried out. It shows the expected output versus network output 

[predicted output] and it also shows that the status of the patient 
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Screen shot Topology 
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TESTING RESULT 

 

 

Screen Shot Output 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

5.1 Summary 

This research work developed a Neuro-Genetic Algorithm model (NEGEM) by 

embedding genetic algorithm into multilayer perception artificial neural network for 

classification and prediction using HIV/AIDS medical data. 

The data set consists of 14 input variables and 1 output variable that has only 

two possible outcomes. The input data represent the factors that affect HIV/AIDS 

classification status while the output variable is the HIV/AIDS status (HIV/AIDS 

positive and HIV/AIDS negative). 

Demographic and treatment data on HIV/AIDS patients from 2000-2011 were collected 

from selected tertiary and general hospitals, primary health care and non-governmental 

organizations in southwestern Nigeria. The data were saved in a created two-tier 

medical database which allows for multidimensional analysis. Three different MLP-

hidden layers (one, two and three) networks  implemented in C# programming 

language and Microsoft Structured Query Language (SQL) server were used to develop 

the Neural Network topology to predict and classify HIV/AIDS data. 
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A model combining multi-layer perceptron neural network and genetic algorithm was 

used to train and optimize weight in order to avoid low convergence speed of artificial 

neural network and also reduce over-fitting. 

The sample data was divided into three -training set, verification and test data in ratio 

70:10:20 respectively. Genetic algorithms parameters of mutation rate of 1%; crossover 

of 50%; population size of 100; epoch length of 2,000 iterations were used to develop 

the model in order to avoid premature convergence to a local optimum and over-fitting. 

The number of hidden layers was varied to give different network topological models 

of different sizes. These models were then evaluated based on Mean Square Error 

(MSE) l, Root Mean Square (RMSE), Recall & Precision matrix as well as percentage 

accuracy of the predicted value to determine best model for prediction. Neuro- Genetic 

model with one hidden layer that gave the best result was then chosen as the prediction 

model. The verification data set was then applied to the model. The model gave 98% 

accuracy without over fitting and premature convergence.  

The ability of the selected NEGEM model to classify and predict was compared with 

Waikato Engineering Knowledge Analysis (WEKA), an existing MLP software. 

Classification and predictive accuracies were measured using Root Mean Square Error 

(RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE). Recall and precision were used to measure the 

level of true positive prediction/classification and over-training. NEGEM model 

outperformed WEKA model. 

5.2 Conclusion 

The research work shows the effectiveness of Neuro-Genetic model in mining 

database for prediction and classification. The study indicated the strength of genetic 

algorithm embedded in Artificial Neural Network in reducing over-fitting and avoiding 
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low convergence speed during training in order to obtain a better accuracy in the 

prediction and classification value. The results indicated that artificial neural network 

genetic algorithm based yielded better results especially with one hidden layer which 

has a lower root mean square error in its prediction value. 

Contributions of  the Research to Knowledge 

NEGEM model improved the predictive and classification performance of the 

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) artificial neural network (ANN) by using the global 

search capability of Genetic algorithm to: 

1. Minimize the problem of low convergence speed during learning process of  

MLP-ANN 

2. Avoid  over fitting and overgeneralization 

 

5.3 Further Works 

Further works will involve the Comparison of Neuro- Genetic (NEGEM) algorithm 

with other data mining algorithms like decision tree and logistic regression using the 

same medical database. Further work will also be extended to mine patterns that will be 

used for prediction of drug pattern for HIV/ AIDS patient’s data. Model can be 

extended to evaluate an established approach for identifying new drug safety signals. 

NEGEM model can also be used to mine other Database application for 

prediction/classification.  
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The transformed, Randomized Exemplars 

PID Symptom 
1 

Symptom 
2 

Symptom 
3 

Symptom 
4 

Symptom 
5 

Symptom 
6 

Symptom 
7 

Output 

5015 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5017 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5018 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5019 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5020 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5021 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5022 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5023 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5024 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
5025 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5026 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5027 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5028 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5029 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5030 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5031 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5032 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
5033 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5034 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5035 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5036 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
5037 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5038 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
5039 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
5040 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
5041 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5042 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5043 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5044 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
5045 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5046 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
5047 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5048 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5049 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
5050 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5051 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5052 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5053 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5054 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5055 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
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5056 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5057 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5058 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5059 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5060 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 
5061 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5062 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5063 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
5064 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5065 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5066 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5067 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5068 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5069 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
5070 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5071 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5072 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5073 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5074 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5075 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5076 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5077 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
5078 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5079 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5080 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5081 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
5082 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
5083 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5084 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5085 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5086 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5087 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5088 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5089 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5090 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5091 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5092 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5093 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5094 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5095 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5096 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5097 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5098 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
5099 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
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5579 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5580 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5581 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5582 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5583 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5584 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5585 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5586 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5587 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5588 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5589 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5590 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
5591 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5592 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5593 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5594 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
5595 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
5596 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
5597 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5598 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5599 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5600 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5601 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5602 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5603 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5604 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5605 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5606 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
5607 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5608 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5609 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5610 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
5611 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5612 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5613 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5614 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5615 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5616 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5617 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5618 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5619 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5620 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5621 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5622 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
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5623 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5624 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5626 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5627 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5628 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
5629 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5630 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
5631 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5632 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
5633 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5634 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5635 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5636 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5637 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5638 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5639 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5640 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5641 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5642 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5643 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5644 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5645 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
5646 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5647 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5648 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5649 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5650 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
5651 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5652 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5653 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5654 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5655 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5656 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5657 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5658 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5659 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5660 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5661 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5662 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5663 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5664 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
5665 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5666 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
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5667 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5668 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5669 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5670 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5671 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5672 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5673 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5674 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5675 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5676 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5677 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
5678 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5679 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5680 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5681 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5682 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5683 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5684 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5685 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5686 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5687 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
5688 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
5689 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5690 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
5691 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5692 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5693 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5694 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5695 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5696 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5697 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5698 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5699 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5701 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
5702 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5703 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5704 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5705 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5706 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5707 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
5708 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5709 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5710 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
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5711 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 
5712 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5713 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5714 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5715 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5716 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5717 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5718 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5719 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5720 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5721 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
5722 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5723 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5724 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
5725 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 
5726 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
5727 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 
5728 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5729 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5730 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5731 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5732 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 
5733 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5734 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5735 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5736 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5737 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
5738 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5739 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5740 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5741 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5742 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5743 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5744 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
5745 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
5746 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5747 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5748 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5749 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5750 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5751 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 
5752 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 
5753 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5754 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
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5755 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5756 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5757 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 
5758 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
5759 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5760 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5761 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5762 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5763 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5764 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5765 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
5766 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5767 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5768 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5769 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
5770 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
5771 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5772 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
5773 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5774 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5775 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5776 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
5777 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5778 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
5779 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5780 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5781 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5782 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5783 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5784 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5785 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5786 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5787 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5788 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5789 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5790 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5791 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5792 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5793 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5794 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5795 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5796 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
5797 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5798 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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5799 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5800 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5801 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5802 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5803 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5804 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
5805 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
5806 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5807 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5808 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5809 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5810 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5811 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5812 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5813 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5814 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5815 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5816 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5817 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
5818 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5819 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
5820 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
5821 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5822 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5823 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
5824 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5825 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5826 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5827 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
5828 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5829 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5830 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
5831 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5832 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
5833 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5834 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5835 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5836 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5837 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5838 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
5839 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5840 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5841 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5842 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
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5843 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5844 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5845 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5846 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5847 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5848 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5849 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5850 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5851 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
5852 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5853 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5854 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5855 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5856 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5857 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5858 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5859 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5860 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5861 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5862 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5863 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
5864 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5865 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5866 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5867 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5868 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5869 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5870 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
5871 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5872 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5873 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5874 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5875 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5876 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5877 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5878 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5879 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5880 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5881 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
5882 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5883 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5884 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5885 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5886 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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5887 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5888 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5889 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5890 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5891 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5892 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5893 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
5894 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
5895 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5896 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5897 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
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NEGEM Pseudo Code 

void function BestFit_Load 
        { 
            create a connection object con 
            set the connection string to the connection stored in our config file 
            open the connection if not opened 
            create a command object to cammand our database 
            set the command text to an sql to load all symptoms from the database 
            Now if our command returns recordset. Iterate through each recordset and create a list of    
                checkboxes that will be used to test the system 
            while (rd.Read()) 
            { 
               create a checkbox object  
               set the chekbox text to the symptom 
               set the value to the value of the symptom in our databse 
            } 
 
          close reader 
    close connection 
        } 
   
  function void TestingUserControl_Load 
        { 
            Create object of input layer 
   Create object of hidden layer 
   Create object of output layer from sigmoid layer 
 
   Create a back propagation object and set the input and its hidden layer  
                                                     respectively 
   Create a back propagation network and pass in the input and hidden layer   
                                                    respectively 
   initialize our network object 
   set number of weight to 0 initially 
   foreach( connectiors in our network) 
   { 
    numweights+=totalSynapseCount 
   } 
   Call function GetData to get our data from the database. 
   Set our threshold 
   Initialise our GA class with crossover rate, mutation rate, the weights,  
                                                      population size, generation size and the num of weights 
               Create a fitness function 
               Display the result of our ga function go in the textbox 
   Create an array of weights and fitness variable respectively 
   Pass in the weight and the fitness variable to the GetBest function of our GA 
   Display the result of this function 
        } 
  function fitnessFunction 
        { 
            fitness = 0 
            counter++ 
            set predicted_value=0, expected_value=0 
      SET NETWORK OUTPUT PASSING IN THE NETWORK AND THE WEIGHT 
            call setNetworkWeights passing in weight and network 
            create a temporary variable temp 
   
                Get our input from the array item 
                predicted_value = network.Run(input)[0] 
                // The closest the output is to zero, the more fit it is. 
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                temp = 1 - predicted_value; 
                fitness += 1 - predicted_value; 
          GET THE HIV OUTPUT FROM THE DICTONARY ENTRY CLASS                  
                    expected_value=double.Parse(keys[2]) 
                    print our expected and our predicted 
 
                    IF PREDICTED VALUE ABOVE threshold predicted value=1 else predicted value=0                    
 
                    WHERE EXPECTED VALUE=1, dX=|Xe-Xp| i.e expected value-predicted value [False  
                             Positive{FP} - False Negative {FN}] 
                     if (expected_value == 0 && predicted_value == 0) 
                         increase TN by 1; 
                     else if (expected_value == 0 && predicted_value == 1) 
                         increase FP by 1; 
                     else if (expected_value == 1 && predicted_value == 1) 
                         increase TP by 1 
                     else if (expected_value == 1 && predicted_value == 0) 
                         increase FN by 1 
            return our fitness; 
 


